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Chapter 1  Introduction 

1. Purpose 

 

Welcome to your first step towards financial freedom through passive income. This introducti

on serves as a guide to exploring the myriad ways one can earn income without the continuo

us, active involvement that traditional work demands. 

 

Within these pages, you will find a comprehensive list of 100 passive income ideas tailored fo

r beginners. Each method has been carefully selected and detailed to ensure clarity and acce

ssibility. 

 

Whether you're looking to build wealth, secure financial stability, or simply reduce your work 

hours, the strategies presented here can set you on a path to achieving your financial goals 

with minimal daily effort. 

 

Ready to transform how you think about income? Let’s begin. 

 

  



Chapter 2  for beginners 

1. Peer-to-Peer Lending Insights 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

A detailed look into generating income by lending money to individuals or small businesses 

online. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5,000 

 

【Strengths】 

Offers higher returns compared to traditional savings and deposit accounts; Can diversify inv

estment portfolio; Provides the opportunity to help others by supporting their financial need

s 

【Weaknesses】 

Risk of borrower defaulting; Returns can be variable and not guaranteed; Requires understan

ding of credit risk and proper due diligence 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Register on a P2P platform like LendingClub, Prosper, or Funding Circle 

↓ 

② Complete your profile and decide how much money you want to invest 

↓ 

③ Browse different loan requests and assess the risk profiles 

↓ 

④ Select loans to invest in based on your risk tolerance and expected return 



↓ 

⑤ Monitor your investments and reinvest returns or withdraw 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals comfortable with moderate risk; Those interested in alternative investments; Peop

le with extra capital looking for passive income 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started with a small investment on Prosper and gradually increased his portf

olio. He now enjoys a steady flow of additional income by reinvesting the earned interest int

o new loans. 

 

  



2. Vintage Vinyl Record Flipping 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Buying and selling vintage vinyl records to collectors and music enthusiasts. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

Stable demand among collectors; Increases in value over time 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires initial capital; Niche market knowledge necessary 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify potential vinyl record sources 

Explore local thrift stores, estate sales, and online marketplaces like Discogs 

↓ 

②Evaluate the condition and rarity 

Learn how to assess the physical and playback condition of vinyl records 

↓ 

③Purchase records with potential high resale value 

Focus on rare editions or those in high demand among collectors 

↓ 

④List them for sale on specialized platforms 

Use VinylHub to reach dedicated collectors worldwide 

↓ 

⑤Optimize pricing and shipping 

Set competitive prices and ensure safe shipping to maintain customer satisfaction 



 

【Suitable for】 

People with a passion for music and collectibles; Individuals with patience for sourcing and s

elling 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started with flipping records as a hobby. By targeting rare editions, they t

urned it into a profitable side hustle, earning around $1500 monthly. 

 

  



3. Automated Antiquities Trading 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Trade historical artifacts and antiquities through online platforms. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Diverse investment portfolio option. 

Potential for high returns on unique items. 

Engages interest in history and culture. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High risk due to market fluctuations. 

Requires extensive knowledge of history and artifacts. 

Legal complexities in trading historical items. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Research the market: 

Understand current trends and values in antiquities. 

↓ 

② Sign up on trading platforms: 

Create accounts on Robinhood, TradeStation, and E*TRADE. 

↓ 

③ Start small: 

Begin trading with less expensive items to learn the ropes. 



↓ 

④ Expand portfolio: 

Gradually include more valuable and diverse items as experience grows. 

↓ 

⑤ Monitor and adjust: 

Keep an eye on market trends and adjust your strategy accordingly. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with a deep interest in history and culture. 

Those comfortable with high-risk investments. 

People willing to dedicate time to research and market analysis. 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my seminar attendees successfully ventured into antiquities trading using this metho

d and turned a modest profit by focusing on less common artifacts. 

 

  



4. Automated Botanical Garden Tours 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Leveraging automation to offer self-guided tours in botanical gardens. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$1,000～$5,000 

 

【Strengths】 

Provides a consistent visitor experience. 

Low ongoing maintenance once setup is complete. 

Can operate year-round with proper planning. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High initial setup cost for automated systems. 

Dependent on tourist and local visitor interest. 

Requires occasional updates to maintain engagement. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Develop the concept for the tour, focusing on educational and engaging content. 

↓ 

② Install automated guide systems, such as audio stations or mobile app integrations. 

↓ 

③ Market the tours to schools, tourists, and local garden enthusiasts. 

↓ 

④ Monitor and collect feedback to improve the tour experience continuously. 

↓ 



⑤ Explore partnerships with local businesses for cross-promotion. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with a passion for botany and technology. 

Entrepreneurs interested in eco-friendly tourism. 

Those with experience in managing public spaces. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend who owns a small botanical garden introduced automated tours last year and has se

en a significant increase in repeat visitors, especially among schools and educational groups. 

 

  



5. Specialized Online Fitness Coaching 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Create and sell personalized workout and nutrition plans online. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$1,000～$10,000 

 

【Strengths】 

Flexible schedule; High demand for health and wellness; Potential for high earnings 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires significant fitness knowledge and certification; Highly competitive market 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Develop your fitness expertise: 

Gain certifications in fitness areas like CrossFit, bodybuilding, or yoga. 

↓ 

② Set up an online platform: 

Use tools like Wix or a custom website to create a professional online presence. 

↓ 

③ Market your services: 

Utilize social media platforms and online advertising to reach potential clients. 

↓ 

④ Create personalized plans: 

Design workout and nutrition plans tailored to individual client needs. 

↓ 

⑤ Manage client interactions: 

Use software for scheduling and communication to keep in touch with clients. 



↓ 

⑥ Scale your business: 

Expand your offerings or hire other trainers to increase capacity and revenue. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with fitness certification; Individuals with a passion for health and wellness; Entrepren

eurs looking to work in the fitness industry 

【Impressions】 

One of my blog readers shared that they started their fitness coaching business by first gaini

ng a certification in yoga and then gradually adding more services like bodybuilding advice a

nd dietary plans, eventually growing their monthly income significantly. 

 

  



6. Passive Real Estate Photography 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generate income by capturing and selling high-quality real estate photos to agents and prop

erty owners. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$2000～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

High demand for professional-quality photos in real estate market. 

High potential income with skill and proper marketing. 

Flexible work schedule. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial investment in high-quality camera equipment can be substantial. 

Requires skills in photography and photo editing. 

Income can be inconsistent depending on market demand. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Purchase professional camera equipment 

Invest in high-quality camera brands like Canon, Nikon, or Sony to ensure top-notch photo q

uality. 

↓ 

② Learn real estate photography 

Study techniques for interior and exterior photography to highlight property features effectiv

ely. 



↓ 

③ Build a portfolio 

Create a portfolio showcasing your best work to attract potential clients. 

↓ 

④ Market your services 

Advertise to real estate agents and property management companies through online platfor

ms and local networking. 

↓ 

⑤ Set up a pricing model 

Determine pricing based on the complexity of shoots, property size, and additional services li

ke drone photography. 

↓ 

⑥ Deliver and expand 

Deliver exceptional service to secure repeat clients and referrals, potentially expanding into r

elated areas like commercial property photography. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with a passion for photography. 

Individuals with good networking skills. 

Those willing to invest in quality equipment. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started with basic equipment and gradually invested in better cameras as he 

gained clients. He now makes a steady income by specializing in luxury properties. 

 

  



7. Automated Stock Photography Sales 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generate passive income by selling stock photography to various online platforms. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

Continuous income from multiple image downloads. 

No direct interaction with buyers required. 

Potential for global market reach. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High competition in the market. 

Need for high-quality and unique content. 

Royalties per photo can be relatively low. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Create a diverse portfolio of high-quality photos: 

Invest in good camera equipment and develop your photography skills to create appealing i

mages. 

↓ 

②Sign up with reputable stock photography websites: 

Register accounts with Getty Images, Alamy, and Depositphotos to submit your photos. 

↓ 

③Understand and adhere to submission guidelines: 



Ensure all photos meet the quality and content guidelines of the platforms, including proper 

tagging and categorization. 

↓ 

④Regularly upload new photos: 

Keep your portfolio fresh and updated to increase your chances of downloads. 

↓ 

⑤Market your photos: 

Use social media and your personal network to promote your photos for more visibility. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Photographers looking to monetize their hobby or profession. 

Individuals with a knack for capturing unique and high-demand subjects. 

People who can consistently produce and manage large volumes of content. 

 

【Impressions】 

A contact of mine who is an amateur photographer started uploading his weekend trip phot

os on Alamy. Over time, with consistent effort and improving his photography skills, he now 

earns a decent monthly income that supplements his main job's salary. 

 

  



8. Virtual Goods Marketplace 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

A platform for selling digital products like templates, ebooks, and software. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Low overhead costs 

Global reach and 24/7 potential sales 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High competition 

Requires marketing and SEO skills 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Create digital products such as templates, ebooks, or software 

↓ 

②Set up seller accounts on platforms like eBay, Etsy, and Gumroad 

↓ 

③Design attractive listings with detailed descriptions and quality previews 

↓ 

④Implement SEO strategies to improve product visibility 

↓ 

⑤Regularly update products and engage with customers for feedback 

 



【Suitable for】 

Individuals with digital design or writing skills 

Sellers comfortable with online platforms 

People with patience for gradual growth 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my blog readers started by selling simple graphic design templates on Etsy and grad

ually expanded to include complex software tools on Gumroad, significantly increasing their 

monthly income. 

 

  



9. Automated Stock Trading Algorithms 

【Total Score】    7 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Automated trading algorithms use software to buy and sell stocks based on predefined criter

ia. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$1000～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Scalability 

High efficiency 

Operates 24/7 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High initial setup cost 

Requires continuous monitoring 

Dependent on market conditions 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify a trading strategy 

Research and select a profitable trading algorithm based on historical data. 

↓ 

②Set up an account 

Open a brokerage account with platforms like Interactive Brokers. 

↓ 

③Develop or purchase software 



Use platforms like QuantConnect to build or acquire trading algorithms. 

↓ 

④Backtest the strategy 

Use historical data to test the efficiency of your trading algorithms. 

↓ 

⑤Deploy the algorithm 

Launch the algorithm to start trading automatically. 

↓ 

⑥Monitor and adjust 

Regularly check the performance and adjust parameters as necessary. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with a strong background in finance 

Tech-savvy individuals 

Those comfortable with high-risk investments 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine earned significant returns by developing their own trading algorithm and 

leveraging Interactive Brokers for execution. They emphasized the importance of constant str

ategy refinement and risk management. 

 

  



10. eBook Self-Publishing 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Creating and selling eBooks online 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Scalable income with low upfront costs 

Potential for passive earnings through royalties 

Creative control over content 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Highly competitive market 

Requires marketing skills 

Dependence on platform algorithms 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Research trending topics and genres to identify a niche market 

Investigate what readers are currently interested in and what is selling well. Use tools like Go

ogle Trends or Amazon’s Bestseller lists. 

↓ 

②Write the eBook 

Outline your chapters, write compelling content, and ensure it is engaging and informative. 

↓ 

③Edit and format the eBook 



Edit for grammar and clarity, format for eBook standards (e.g., ePub format for Lulu). 

↓ 

④Design a captivating cover 

Either hire a designer or use tools like Canva to create a professional-looking eBook cover. 

↓ 

⑤Publish on multiple platforms 

Use platforms like Kindle Direct Publishing, Lulu, and Smashwords to reach different audienc

es. 

↓ 

⑥Promote the eBook 

Utilize social media, content marketing, and email newsletters to promote your eBook and dr

ive sales. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals who enjoy writing 

Self-starters comfortable with self-promotion 

Those looking for a low investment online business 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine initially struggled with eBook marketing but found success after using tar

geted Facebook ads and refining their niche. They shared that consistent content updates an

d active audience engagement were key to boosting sales. 

 

  



11. Automated Forex Trading Systems 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Automated trading platforms that use algorithms to buy and sell forex pairs. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Consistent trading at any time of day without manual intervention; Potentially high returns; D

iverse strategies can be employed through various trading bots. 

【Weaknesses】 

High risk of loss; Requires substantial initial research and setup; Sensitive to market anomalie

s. 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Set up a brokerage account 

Choose a broker that supports MetaTrader or another platform that allows automated tradin

g. 

↓ 

② Learn basic forex trading 

Understand currency pairs, market analysis, and the fundamentals of forex trading. 

↓ 

③ Choose or develop an Expert Advisor (EA) 

Select a pre-made EA or develop your own strategy and turn it into an algorithm. 

↓ 

④ Backtest your strategy 

Use historical data to see how your strategy would have performed in the past. 



↓ 

⑤ Run the EA on a demo account 

Test your strategy in real-time market conditions without financial risk. 

↓ 

⑥ Deploy the EA on a live account 

Begin live trading with real money, monitor performance, and adjust as needed. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with a technical background; Those comfortable with high-risk investments; Individua

ls with patience for research and testing. 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started with automated forex trading last year using MetaTrader and an E

xpert Advisor developed by a seasoned trader. Initially, they faced several setbacks due to m

arket volatility, but after refining their strategy through backtesting, they began seeing consis

tent gains. They emphasized the importance of continuous learning and adapting strategies 

based on market changes. 

 

  



12. Automated Vending Machine Ownership 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Operating a network of automated vending machines for passive income generation. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

・Low daily management required 

・Scalable business model 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・Initial capital required for machine purchase 

・Location dependency 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify a high-traffic location 

Consider places like malls, office buildings, or community centers. 

↓ 

②Purchase the right type of vending machines 

Select machines that dispense popular items like snacks or drinks. 

↓ 

③Secure agreements for placement 

Negotiate with property owners or managers to place your machines. 

↓ 

④Set up the machines 



Install and stock the machines with products. 

↓ 

⑤Implement digital payment options 

Enhance accessibility by allowing card and mobile payments. 

↓ 

⑥Monitor and restock 

Regularly check the machine inventory and refill as necessary. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Entrepreneurs looking for hands-off business operations 

・Individuals with some initial capital to invest 

・Those with an ability to negotiate placement contracts 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine established a vending machine route and significantly increased their month

ly earnings by carefully selecting high foot traffic areas and optimizing the product mix. 

 

  



13. Social Media Influencer Partnerships 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Developing partnerships with brands for product promotions. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500–$5,000 

 

【Strengths】 

Potential for high returns with successful partnerships. 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires consistent content creation and audience engagement. 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify your niche and build a substantial follower base on platforms like Instagram, YouT

ube, or TikTok. 

Focus on quality content that resonates with a specific audience. 

↓ 

②Engage with brands for potential partnerships. 

Reach out to brands that align with your content and propose collaboration ideas. 

↓ 

③Negotiate terms and finalize contracts. 

Discuss compensation, content expectations, and timelines. 

↓ 

④Create sponsored content. 

Produce posts, videos, or stories that incorporate the brand's products or messages. 

↓ 

⑤Monitor engagement and provide reports to the brand. 



Track metrics like views, likes, and comments to gauge the campaign's success. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People who enjoy social media and have a knack for creating engaging content. 

Individuals with a strong personal brand or niche expertise. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine, a popular fitness influencer, partnered with a sports apparel brand and signi

ficantly boosted her income by featuring their products in her workout videos. 

 

  



14. Solar Energy Royalties 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generate income by investing in solar energy projects that sell electricity to utility companies

. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Environmental impact: Investing in renewable energy contributes to reducing carbon emissio

ns. 

Tax benefits: Potential for tax credits and deductions related to renewable energy investment

s. 

Growing demand: Increasing global focus on renewable energy could increase profitability. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial investment: High upfront costs to purchase and install solar panels. 

Weather dependency: Income can be highly variable based on sunlight availability. 

Maintenance costs: Ongoing maintenance and potential repair costs can affect profits. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Identify potential solar projects 

Research and find solar energy projects looking for investments. 

↓ 

② Invest in a solar project 

Commit funds to the project in exchange for a percentage of the electricity sales. 



↓ 

③ Monitor the installation 

Ensure the solar panels are properly installed and operational. 

↓ 

④ Collect royalties 

Receive a share of the earnings from the sale of electricity generated by the solar panels. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Environmentally conscious investors 

Those with capital for initial investments 

Investors looking for long-term income 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my blog readers shared that they invested in a solar project two years ago and now e

njoy a steady, though fluctuating, monthly income from it. 

 

  



15. Freelance Graphic Design 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generate income by creating visual content for clients. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Flexible working hours 

High demand for skilled designers 

Ability to work remotely 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Irregular income 

Requires constant skill upgrading 

Competition can be fierce 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Create a compelling portfolio 

Showcase your best work to attract clients. 

↓ 

② Sign up on freelance platforms 

Register on sites like Fiverr, Upwork, and Freelancer. 

↓ 

③ Set up your service offerings 

Define your services and set competitive pricing. 



↓ 

④ Market your skills 

Use social media and professional networks to gain visibility. 

↓ 

⑤ Manage projects and client communications 

Ensure timely delivery and maintain high-quality standards. 

↓ 

⑥ Collect feedback and refine your approach 

Use client feedback to improve and expand your service offerings. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with creative skills 

Those comfortable with tech tools 

Self-motivated professionals 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started offering logo designs on Upwork and now earns a steady monthly 

income after building a strong client base. 

 

  



16. Automated Online Advertising Revenue 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generating income by automating ad campaigns on various platforms. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Steady passive revenue once systems are optimized 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires initial investment and ongoing adjustment 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Set up advertising accounts: 

Set up accounts on platforms like Google Ads, Facebook Ads, and Bing Ads. 

↓ 

②Create ad content: 

Develop compelling ads for your targeted audience. 

↓ 

③Automate ad bidding: 

Use tools to automatically adjust bids based on performance. 

↓ 

④Monitor and optimize: 

Regularly review ad performance and tweak as needed to maximize ROI. 

↓ 

⑤Scale successful campaigns: 

Increase budget on successful campaigns to enhance profits. 



 

【Suitable for】 

People with a knack for digital marketing 

Tech-savvy individuals 

Entrepreneurs looking to diversify income 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started with small ad campaigns and scaled up, effectively doubling their 

monthly income within six months. 

 

  



17. Affiliate Marketing Mastery 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generate income by promoting other companies' products online. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Can be done from anywhere with internet access 

No need to maintain inventory or handle customer service 

Scalable income potential 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Dependent on affiliate platform policies 

Requires significant traffic to generate meaningful income 

Earnings can be irregular 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Select a niche that aligns with your interests and expertise: 

Research and choose a profitable niche that you are passionate about. This will make it easie

r to create authentic content. 

↓ 

②Sign up for affiliate programs: 

Join platforms like Amazon Associates, Commission Junction, or ShareASale where you can fi

nd products related to your niche. 

↓ 



③Create content that adds value: 

Write blog posts, reviews, or create videos that incorporate affiliate links. Focus on providing 

useful information to your audience. 

↓ 

④Drive traffic to your content: 

Use SEO techniques to improve your search engine rankings and share your content on socia

l media to attract more visitors. 

↓ 

⑤Optimize for conversions: 

Analyze your traffic and tweak your strategies to improve user engagement and increase the 

conversion rate of affiliate links. 

↓ 

⑥Monitor and adapt: 

Regularly check the performance of your affiliate campaigns and adjust your tactics based on 

analytics to maximize income. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with a knack for content creation 

People comfortable with digital marketing and SEO 

Those who can be patient and persistent 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started by focusing on niche gadgets. They grew their traffic organically t

hrough consistent blog posting and SEO. Initially, earnings were sporadic, but after six month

s, they began seeing a steady increase in affiliate income, highlighting the potential of persist

ence and right strategy in affiliate marketing. 

 

  



18. Digital Art Licensing 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Licensing digital artworks to online platforms for royalties 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$200～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Passive earnings from art already created 

Reach a global audience quickly 

Flexibility in choosing licensing terms 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Competitive marketplace 

Requires high-quality and unique artworks 

Earnings dependent on popularity and licensing terms 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Create unique digital artworks 

Develop a portfolio of high-quality and appealing digital art 

↓ 

② Research suitable platforms 

Identify platforms like Adobe Stock, iStock, and Shutterstock that accept digital art 

↓ 

③ Sign up and upload your art 

Register on these platforms and upload your artworks, setting terms for licensing 



↓ 

④ Set your royalties 

Decide on the percentage of sales you wish to earn from each download 

↓ 

⑤ Market your portfolio 

Use social media and personal networks to promote your available artworks 

↓ 

⑥ Monitor sales and feedback 

Regularly check sales data and customer feedback to optimize your portfolio 

 

【Suitable for】 

Artists skilled in digital creation 

Individuals with a knack for trends in visual content 

People looking for a side income with minimal ongoing effort 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine who is a graphic designer started licensing their digital art last year and con

sistently makes around $300 monthly, emphasizing the importance of originality and marketi

ng in this field. 

 

  



19. Digital Product Licensing 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Licensing digital designs for use on various online platforms. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$200～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Passive income once designs are created; Scalable; Wide market reach 

【Weaknesses】 

High competition; Requires design skills; Initial time investment 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Create unique digital designs 

Start by using graphic design software to create attractive and marketable digital assets. 

↓ 

② Register with licensing platforms 

Sign up on platforms like Canva, Redbubble, and Zazzle to offer your designs for licensing. 

↓ 

③ Set up your portfolio 

Upload your designs and set the terms for licensing, such as usage types and royalty rates. 

↓ 

④ Market your designs 

Use social media and digital marketing strategies to promote your designs and increase visib

ility. 

↓ 

⑤ Monitor sales and feedback 



Keep track of which designs perform well and use customer feedback to improve your offerin

gs. 

↓ 

⑥ Expand your portfolio 

Continue to create and upload new designs, adjusting your strategy based on sales data and 

trends. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with graphic design skills; Creatives looking for passive income streams; Marketer

s with a knack for promotion 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine, a seasoned graphic designer, started licensing his digital artworks on Zazzle

. With consistent effort and strategic promotion, he now earns a steady monthly income that 

supplements his primary job. 

 

  



20. Automated Podcast Monetization 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Leveraging podcast platforms to generate revenue from listener subscriptions and advertise

ments. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Scalable income as audience grows 

Flexible scheduling for content creation 

Wide range of topics and niches to explore 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires consistent content quality and engagement 

Initial audience building can be slow 

Dependent on platform policies and revenue sharing models 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Create a podcast concept and branding 

Decide on a unique angle or niche, develop branding, and plan content. 

↓ 

②Set up podcast recording equipment 

Purchase or use existing audio equipment, and create a quiet, consistent recording environm

ent. 

↓ 



③Record and edit episodes 

Regularly record episodes, edit for quality, and incorporate advertisements or sponsor messa

ges. 

↓ 

④Publish on platforms like Acast or Podbean 

Use podcast hosting platforms that facilitate monetization through subscriptions and ads. 

↓ 

⑤Promote the podcast 

Utilize social media, collaborations, and SEO strategies to increase reach and attract subscrib

ers. 

↓ 

⑥Monetize through Patreon 

Offer exclusive content or perks to Patreon subscribers for additional revenue. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals passionate about a specific topic 

Content creators looking for a flexible schedule 

People comfortable with public speaking and audio editing 

 

【Impressions】 

A close friend of mine started a podcast on wellness and spirituality and has successfully mo

netized it through Acast and Patreon by steadily building a dedicated listener base. 

 

  



21. Intellectual Property Licensing 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Licensing intellectual property involves granting permissions to use your patented inventions

, trademarks, or copyrighted materials for a fee. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Generates revenue without daily management 

Allows protection of your innovations and creative works 

Expand market reach through multiple licensees 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires initial legal and registration costs 

Potential for infringement requires monitoring and enforcement 

Dependent on market demand for specific IP 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Develop an intellectual property worth licensing 

Identify an innovative idea or create a unique artistic work. 

↓ 

② Legally protect your intellectual property 

Apply for patents, register trademarks, or copyright your creations. 

↓ 

③ Market your IP to potential licensees 



Showcase the value and potential applications of your IP to attract businesses. 

↓ 

④ Negotiate licensing agreements 

Work with lawyers to establish terms that protect your interests and profit goals. 

↓ 

⑤ Monitor the market and enforce your rights 

Keep track of how your IP is being used and ensure compliance with licensing agreements. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals or businesses owning unique and legally protected IP 

People willing to invest in legal protection and enforcement 

Entrepreneurs interested in passive revenue streams from their inventions or creations 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of my blog shared how they successfully licensed their patented gadget designs t

o several manufacturers, creating a steady stream of income with minimal ongoing involvem

ent. 

 

  



22. Social Commerce Engagement 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Develop a business model that leverages social media to engage users and drive sales throu

gh platforms like Instagram and Shopify. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Access to a large audience 

Low initial investment required 

High scalability potential 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High competition 

Requires constant social media activity and content creation 

Dependent on platform algorithms 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Create a business plan: 

Identify your niche market and define your target audience. 

↓ 

②Set up social media profiles: 

Optimize your profiles on platforms like Instagram for business use. 

↓ 

③Integrate an eCommerce platform: 



Use Shopify to create an online store that can be linked directly to your social media. 

↓ 

④Engage with your audience: 

Post regularly, use relevant hashtags, and interact with followers to build your brand. 

↓ 

⑤Analyze and adapt: 

Use analytics to track engagement and sales, and adapt your strategy as needed. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals comfortable with social media 

Entrepreneurs looking for low start-up costs 

Creatives who can produce engaging content 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started by posting fashion-related content on Instagram and linked to prod

ucts on their Shopify store. They emphasized authentic engagement, which significantly boos

ted their sales within months. 

 

  



23. NFT Art Creation 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Creating and selling digital art as NFTs on various marketplaces. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Potential for high profit margins; Growing market with increasing collector interest; Opportu

nity for artists to retain copyright and earn royalties from secondary sales; 

【Weaknesses】 

Highly volatile market; Requires initial investment for minting; Dependent on cryptocurrency 

fluctuations; 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Create unique digital artwork 

Utilize digital tools to produce original art pieces. 

↓ 

② Mint your artwork as an NFT 

Choose a blockchain platform and follow the process to convert your digital art into a Non-F

ungible Token. 

↓ 

③ List your NFT on marketplaces 

Upload your NFTs to platforms like OpenSea, Rarible, and Foundation, setting your prices an

d auction terms. 

↓ 

④ Promote your NFTs 



Use social media, digital galleries, and NFT forums to attract buyers and collectors. 

↓ 

⑤ Manage sales and collect earnings 

Monitor your listings, interact with potential buyers, and process transactions. Reinvest earni

ngs into creating more NFTs. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Artists passionate about digital creation; Individuals with a keen interest in blockchain techno

logy; Marketers skilled in promoting digital products; 

【Impressions】 

A follower of my blog started with no experience in NFTs but followed these steps and made 

their first sale within a month, greatly surpassing their initial investment. 

 

  



24. Crowdfunding Platform Participation 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Crowdfunding is a method to raise capital through the collective effort of friends, family, cust

omers, and individual investors. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

Access to a wide audience for funding. 

Potential for viral marketing. 

No upfront fee for listing a project on most platforms. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High competition for attention. 

Risk of not reaching the funding goal. 

Need for a compelling project presentation. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Create an innovative project idea. 

Identify a unique or innovative concept that would attract backers. 

↓ 

②Prepare and launch a crowdfunding campaign. 

Develop a detailed project description, set funding goals, and create engaging promotional 

materials. 

↓ 



③Promote your campaign. 

Use social media, blogs, and emails to spread the word about your campaign. 

↓ 

④Monitor and update backers. 

Keep backers informed with regular updates on project progress and milestones. 

↓ 

⑤Fulfill rewards and commitments. 

Deliver on any promises made to backers such as rewards or acknowledgments. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with unique project ideas. 

Entrepreneurs looking for initial funding. 

Creative professionals wanting to fund a personal project. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine successfully funded a tech gadget through Kickstarter by engaging with the 

community and offering attractive rewards, demonstrating the potential of well-prepared cro

wdfunding campaigns. 

 

  



25. Automated Content Curation Platforms 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Automated content curation platforms generate revenue by aggregating and sharing curate

d digital content. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5,000 

 

【Strengths】 

Continuous revenue from subscriptions and ad placements. 

Minimal ongoing maintenance after initial setup. 

Expands reach by targeting niche audiences interested in curated topics. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial content curation requires significant effort and time. 

Dependency on third-party platforms for revenue generation. 

Requires consistent content quality and updates to retain audience. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Identify a niche market and its content needs 

Research topics that are popular but underserved by existing content providers. 

↓ 

② Set up an automated system using RSS feeds, APIs, and other tools 

Automate the process of collecting, sorting, and publishing content on your platform. 

↓ 

③ Register on platforms like Patreon, AdSense, and Substack 



These platforms will host your content and handle the monetization aspect. 

↓ 

④ Market your platform to targeted audiences 

Use social media and content marketing strategies to attract users to your curated content. 

↓ 

⑤ Continuously analyze and optimize content offerings 

Adjust content curation to meet changing audience preferences and increase engagement. 

↓ 

⑥ Monetize through subscriptions and advertisements 

Generate revenue from users who subscribe for premium content and through ads displayed 

on your platform. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Tech-savvy individuals familiar with digital marketing and content curation. 

Entrepreneurs looking to establish a low-maintenance digital business. 

Individuals passionate about a particular niche or content type. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started a curated tech news platform on Substack. Initially, he spent months 

setting up the system and choosing the right topics. His persistence paid off as he now enjoy

s a steady income from subscribers and ad placements on his newsletter. 

 

  



26. Mobile App Monetization 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Earning through mobile app development and monetization strategies. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5,000 

 

【Strengths】 

Diverse revenue streams from multiple monetization options. 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires significant initial development and ongoing maintenance. 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Develop a mobile app concept 

Identify a niche or need in the market. 

↓ 

②Build the mobile app 

Code the app or hire developers; ensure it has engaging features. 

↓ 

③Implement monetization strategies 

Integrate freemium models, offer in-app purchases, or secure sponsorships. 

↓ 

④Market the app 

Promote your app through social media, ads, and app store optimization. 

↓ 

⑤Collect revenue and analyze data 

Use analytics to improve the app and increase user engagement. 



 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with app development skills 

Entrepreneurs interested in the tech market 

Creatives looking to build engaging digital products 

 

【Impressions】 

My seminar participant utilized this approach by developing an app that offered both free an

d premium features, significantly increasing their monthly income after implementing targete

d advertising and in-app purchases. 

 

  



27. Specialty Coffee Roasting 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Developing a home-based specialty coffee roasting business. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Control over coffee quality and blend. 

Potential for brand development and customer loyalty. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires initial investment in equipment and skills. 

Market is competitive, requiring unique branding and quality. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Research the coffee roasting industry and decide on your niche. 

Learn about different coffee beans, roasting processes, and market demands. 

↓ 

② Acquire roasting equipment. 

Invest in a quality coffee roaster like DeLonghi, Nespresso, or Keurig. 

↓ 

③ Master the roasting process. 

Experiment with different beans and roasting times to create unique blends. 

↓ 

④ Brand and market your product. 



Develop a compelling brand and use social media to reach potential customers. 

↓ 

⑤ Start selling online and at local markets. 

Use online platforms to reach a broader audience and participate in local food markets. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Coffee enthusiasts who enjoy crafting unique blends. 

Entrepreneurs looking to enter a niche market with a passion product. 

Individuals with a background or interest in gastronomy and product development. 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started with a small DeLonghi roaster and began experimenting at home. 

They focused on organic blends and marketed them through Instagram stories, quickly gaini

ng a local following. They now manage a successful online store and supply several local café

s. 

 

  



28. Cryptocurrency Staking 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Staking cryptocurrencies for generating passive income through rewards. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$100–$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Potential for high returns, 

Additional rewards from network participation, 

Less energy-intensive compared to mining. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Volatility risk, 

Potential for loss if the market declines, 

Requires technical knowledge to start. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Choose a cryptocurrency to stake: 

Select a reputable cryptocurrency that supports staking, such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, or Cardan

o. 

↓ 

② Set up a staking wallet: 

Use a digital wallet that supports staking functionalities and transfer your chosen cryptocurre

ncy into it. 

↓ 



③ Join a staking pool: 

To increase your chances of earning rewards, join a staking pool where multiple stakeholders 

combine their resources. 

↓ 

④ Monitor and manage your stake: 

Regularly check the performance of your stake and adjust your strategy as needed to optimiz

e returns. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with a good understanding of cryptocurrency, 

Those comfortable with risk, 

Investors looking to diversify their income streams. 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started staking with just a small amount of Ethereum. They focused on lea

rning the mechanisms and were patient. Gradually, they saw their passive earnings grow, eve

ntually reaching a consistent monthly income that complements their other investments. 

 

  



29. Renewable Energy Certificates Trading 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Trade certificates representing renewable energy production to earn a profit. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Contributes to sustainable energy initiatives, boosting environmental credentials. 

Potential for significant returns if market conditions are favorable. 

Increasing demand as more companies aim to go green. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Market is subject to volatility and regulatory changes. 

Requires initial knowledge and understanding of energy markets. 

Income dependent on fluctuating demand and supply factors. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Study the basics of renewable energy certificates. 

Learn how these certificates represent units of renewable energy production and their role in 

environmental compliance. 

↓ 

② Register with a trading platform that deals in renewable energy certificates. 

Platforms like SolarCity and Enphase Energy provide marketplaces. 

↓ 

③ Start small and learn by trading a few certificates. 



Observe market trends and impacts of news on prices. 

↓ 

④ Gradually increase your trade volume as you gain confidence and knowledge. 

Utilize market forecasts and expert advice to make informed decisions. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals passionate about sustainability and renewable energy. 

Those with a background or interest in trading and markets. 

Persons looking for a long-term investment opportunity that supports green initiatives. 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started trading renewable energy certificates last year. By staying updated 

with market trends and regulatory changes, they managed to double their initial investment i

n just six months, emphasizing the importance of market knowledge and timing. 

 

  



30. Automated Music Licensing 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Earn income by licensing your original music to various media platforms. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Continuous income stream from a single composition; 

 Broad exposure for artists; 

 Potential for high returns if tracks become popular; 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial income may be low; 

 Requires high-quality, marketable music; 

 Legal complexities in contract negotiation; 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Create and record original music 

Ensure your compositions are unique and professionally produced. 

↓ 

② Register with a music licensing company 

Sign up with companies like ASCAP, BMI, or SESAC to manage your music rights. 

↓ 

③ Market your music for licensing 

Use online platforms and networking to promote your music to potential buyers. 



↓ 

④ Negotiate licensing deals 

Work with clients on terms that offer fair compensation and usage rights. 

↓ 

⑤ Collect royalties 

Receive payments based on the agreed terms whenever your music is used. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Musicians with a portfolio of original compositions; 

 Artists seeking passive income streams; 

 Individuals knowledgeable about music copyright laws; 

 

【Impressions】 

A musician I know has successfully generated substantial passive income by licensing their co

mpositions through BMI, highlighting the potential of this approach even for newcomers. 

 

  



31. Online Advertising Strategy Development 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Develop and implement online advertising strategies to generate passive income. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Continuous revenue stream from multiple advertising campaigns; scalable income potential; 

flexibility in strategy adjustments based on performance; valuable digital marketing skills dev

elopment. 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires substantial initial effort and ongoing optimization; high competition; dependent on 

market trends and consumer behavior; potential ad fatigue among target audience. 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Research the market 

Identify trends and target demographics for online ads. 

↓ 

②Create content 

Develop engaging ad content tailored to the target audience. 

↓ 

③Choose advertising platforms 

Select platforms like AdRoll, Taboola, and Outbrain for ad placement. 

↓ 

④Monitor and optimize 



Analyze ad performance and make necessary adjustments to maximize reach and engageme

nt. 

↓ 

⑤Reinvest profits 

Use income to scale successful campaigns or explore new advertising opportunities. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with digital marketing skills; those who are creative and analytical; people comfort

able with data-driven decision making; entrepreneurs seeking supplementary income stream

s. 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started by learning basic online marketing, then ventured into using platf

orms like AdRoll. They focused on niche markets, gradually scaling up their spending as they 

learned what works, leading to a steady monthly income. 

 

  



32. Automated E-commerce Product Reviews 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Create an automated system to write e-commerce product reviews. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Potential for passive income through affiliate links 

Scalable business model 

Minimal ongoing management required 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial technical setup can be complex 

Dependent on affiliate program terms and search engine algorithms 

Requires periodic updates and oversight 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify popular products to review 

Research trending products on e-commerce platforms like Walmart, Home Depot, and Best B

uy 

↓ 

②Set up an automated review system 

Use software to generate reviews based on product specifications and customer feedback 

↓ 

③Integrate affiliate links 



Add affiliate links from Walmart, Home Depot, and Best Buy to earn commissions 

↓ 

④Promote your review platform 

Use SEO techniques and social media to drive traffic to your reviews 

↓ 

⑤Monitor and optimize 

Track your earnings and refine your strategy for better performance 

 

【Suitable for】 

Tech-savvy individuals 

Entrepreneurs looking for passive income 

People with a background in digital marketing 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine launched a review site and monetized it through Walmart and Home Depot 

affiliate programs. They started seeing significant passive income within months by consisten

tly updating and optimizing their site based on analytics data. 

 

  



33. Automated Currency Exchange Services 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generating income through automated currency exchange platforms. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Steady income potential from currency fluctuations; Scalable with investment; Automated sys

tems reduce manual workload. 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires understanding of forex markets; High risk of financial loss; Legal regulations and co

mpliance needed. 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Research the most profitable currency pairs to trade. 

Look at historical data and market forecasts. 

↓ 

②Sign up with a reputable automated currency exchange service. 

Choose from Forex.com, CurrencyFair, TransferWise. 

↓ 

③Set your trading parameters. 

Define your risk management strategies and profit goals. 

↓ 

④Monitor and adjust your settings periodically. 

Stay updated with market changes to optimize trades. 

 



【Suitable for】 

People with a good understanding of forex markets; Risk-takers; Individuals looking for a han

ds-off investment approach. 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started with minimal forex knowledge but gradually learned by setting sm

all, manageable trades. Over time, they optimized their strategies and began generating a co

nsistent monthly income. 

 

  



34. Index Fund Investing 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

An investment strategy for earning returns by mirroring financial market indexes. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$200～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

Lower risk than individual stock investments. 

Diversification across various assets. 

Low management fees due to passive management strategy. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Limited to the returns of the tracked index. 

No potential for outperforming the market. 

Vulnerable to market downturns. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Choose an index fund to invest in: 

Research funds that track indexes like the S&P 500 or NASDAQ. 

↓ 

② Open a brokerage account: 

Select a provider like Vanguard, Fidelity, or Schwab and create an account. 

↓ 

③ Set up an investment plan: 

Decide on the amount to invest monthly to take advantage of dollar-cost averaging. 



↓ 

④ Monitor and adjust your investments: 

Check performance yearly and adjust your contributions based on financial goals. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Those looking for a low-maintenance investment. 

Investors seeking long-term growth through market exposure. 

Individuals who prefer a conservative investment approach. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started with a small monthly investment in index funds, gradually increasing 

their contribution as they became more comfortable with the market dynamics. Over the yea

rs, this strategy has provided them with a steady growth in their portfolio, aligning well with t

heir long-term financial goals. 

 

  



35. Automated Grocery Delivery Systems 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Developing a local automated grocery delivery service to provide convenience and efficiency. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

・Provides a valuable service to the community.  

・Potential for scalability and expansion.  

・Low physical presence required, reducing overhead costs. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・Initial setup and technology investment can be high.  

・Dependent on local market demand and consumer adoption rates.  

・Requires ongoing maintenance and updates to stay competitive. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Identify potential market and customer base 

Research the local area to determine demand for grocery delivery services.  

↓ 

② Partner with local grocery stores 

Establish partnerships with local stores to source groceries.  

↓ 

③ Set up a delivery system 

Invest in reliable delivery vehicles and possibly drones for efficient delivery.  



↓ 

④ Develop an ordering platform 

Create a user-friendly app or website for customers to place orders.  

↓ 

⑤ Market the service 

Use social media, local advertising, and partnerships to promote the service.  

↓ 

⑥ Launch and optimize 

Start the service, gather feedback, and continuously improve the delivery process. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Tech-savvy entrepreneurs interested in logistics.  

・Individuals with a background in e-commerce or delivery services.  

・Investors looking for opportunities in tech-driven startups. 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started a similar service last year and significantly grew their customer bas

e by focusing on fast delivery and quality service. They shared that the key was to continuous

ly adapt and respond to customer needs efficiently. 

 

  



36. Specialty Tea Blending Business 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Creating and selling custom-blended teas 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

High demand for unique and personalized tea blends.  

Potential for scaling up through online platforms. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial learning curve in tea blending techniques.  

Dependent on supplier consistency for tea leaves quality. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Research popular tea flavors and trends 

Gather information on which tea blends are popular and upcoming market trends. 

↓ 

②Source quality tea leaves and blending ingredients 

Find reliable suppliers who provide high-quality tea leaves and other ingredients. 

↓ 

③Create unique tea blend recipes 

Experiment with different combinations of tea leaves and flavors to create signature blends. 

↓ 

④Package and brand your tea products 



Design attractive packaging that reflects your brand and the quality of your tea. 

↓ 

⑤Market and sell your tea blends online 

Use online platforms and social media to promote and sell your tea blends. 

↓ 

⑥Expand sales channels 

Explore possibilities to distribute your tea blends in local stores or cafes. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals passionate about tea and culinary arts.  

Entrepreneurs looking for a niche market product.  

Those with a knack for marketing and brand development. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started with small batches at local farmers markets and now runs a successf

ul online store, significantly increasing their income by focusing on unique, high-quality blen

ds. 

 

  



37. Royalty Income from Patent Licensing 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Earning royalties from licensing patented technology to companies. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$5000～$20000 

 

【Strengths】 

Steady income stream if patents are essential; Legal protection of intellectual property; Poten

tial for large payouts from successful licenses; 

【Weaknesses】 

High initial cost for patent registration; Complexity of patent law requires legal expertise; Inc

ome dependent on market demand for technology; 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Develop an innovative technology: 

Create a unique and potentially marketable tech solution. 

↓ 

② Apply for a patent: 

Secure intellectual property rights by filing a patent with the relevant government authority. 

↓ 

③ Market the patent to companies: 

Present your patented technology to companies that might benefit from licensing it. 

↓ 

④ Negotiate licensing agreements: 

Work with legal professionals to draft licensing contracts that stipulate royalty rates and term

s. 



↓ 

⑤ Collect royalties: 

Receive regular payments based on the agreed percentage of sales or a fixed amount per uni

t sold. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with a background in technology or engineering; Individuals who understand and can 

navigate patent law; Entrepreneurs willing to invest upfront in legal and development costs; 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine, an engineer with several tech patents, has successfully licensed his innovati

ons to major corporations, securing a steady royalty income. He emphasizes the importance 

of a strong legal strategy and choosing the right partners. 

 

  



38. Automated Document Translation Services 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Providing translation services using automated tools. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

・Access to a global market 

・Low overhead costs 

・Recurring revenue from repeat clients 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・High competition 

・Dependence on software accuracy 

・Need for occasional manual corrections 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Identify target languages and sectors 

Focus on in-demand languages and specific industries like legal or medical. 

↓ 

② Set up service offerings 

Use platforms like Google Translate, Deepl, and Bing Translator to offer text and document tr

anslation services. 

↓ 

③ Market your services 



Advertise on social media and professional networks, emphasizing speed and cost-efficiency. 

↓ 

④ Manage customer relations 

Use CRM tools to maintain contact and ensure client satisfaction. 

↓ 

⑤ Optimize and expand 

Continually improve service quality and explore additional languages and tools. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Individuals with linguistic knowledge 

・Tech-savvy entrepreneurs 

・People with international business interests 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started offering automated document translation services online. They foc

used on legal documents and achieved a steady income by emphasizing accuracy enhancem

ents through periodic manual reviews. 

 

  



39. Automated Dropshipping Store 

【Total Score】    7 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

A business model where you sell products online without holding inventory. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$1,000～$10,000 

 

【Strengths】 

Minimal initial investment required. 

Flexible location—manage your store from anywhere. 

Scalability potential with automation and marketing strategies. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High competition in popular niches. 

Dependent on supplier reliability and shipping times. 

Requires continuous marketing efforts and customer service management. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Set up an online store using Shopify. 

You'll create a professional-looking store without the need for extensive coding knowledge. 

↓ 

② Integrate Oberlo to import products. 

This app allows you to easily add products from AliExpress to your store without handling ph

ysical stock. 

↓ 

③ Design your store and add product listings. 



Focus on high-quality images and compelling product descriptions to attract customers. 

↓ 

④ Implement marketing strategies. 

Use SEO, social media, and email marketing to drive traffic to your store. 

↓ 

⑤ Process orders and manage customer service. 

When orders come in, you’ll forward them to your AliExpress suppliers who will ship the prod

ucts directly to customers. 

↓ 

⑥ Analyze and optimize. 

Regularly check your sales data and customer feedback to improve your offerings and marke

ting tactics. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People comfortable with e-commerce and digital marketing. 

Entrepreneurs looking for a low-overhead online business. 

Individuals willing to learn about online advertising and market trends. 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my seminar attendees started their dropshipping business last year and achieved a st

able income by focusing on niche products and leveraging targeted Facebook ads. 

 

  



40. Smart Appliance Rental Services 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Renting smart appliances to consumers and businesses for short-term use. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

・No need for large initial investments by renters. 

・Flexible rental terms. 

・Opportunity for recurring revenue from repeat customers. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・High maintenance and repair costs. 

・Requires logistics for delivery and collection. 

・Dependence on technological obsolescence. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify profitable smart appliances: 

Research which smart appliances are in high demand but not easily affordable for many (e.g., 

high-end coffee machines, smart home devices). 

↓ 

②Source the appliances: 

Purchase the appliances wholesale or from manufacturers directly to get the best prices. 

↓ 

③Set up an online platform: 



Develop a website and mobile app where customers can view available appliances, book rent

als, and pay online. 

↓ 

④Market your service: 

Use social media, online ads, and partnerships with appliance brands to reach your target ma

rket. 

↓ 

⑤Manage logistics: 

Organize the delivery, installation, and pick-up of the appliances to and from customers' loca

tions. 

↓ 

⑥Maintain the appliances: 

Regularly service and update the appliances to ensure they remain in top condition and tech

nologically relevant. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Entrepreneurs who are tech-savvy and understand consumer electronics. 

・Individuals with a background in logistics and customer service. 

・Investors looking for new, tech-oriented business opportunities. 

 

【Impressions】 

My mentor started a smart appliance rental business and quickly scaled by focusing on high-

demand products like advanced coffee machines and smart TVs. He emphasized the importa

nce of good customer service and maintaining the appliances well to ensure repeat business. 

 

  



41. Artisanal Soap Making Business 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Create and sell handmade soaps using natural ingredients. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

・Unique product customization potential. 

・Growing consumer interest in organic and natural products. 

・Ability to expand product lines (e.g., lotions, bath bombs). 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・Requires initial learning for soap-making techniques. 

・Time-consuming production process. 

・Need for compliance with health and safety regulations. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Learn basic soap-making skills 

Start by researching and learning different soap-making methods such as cold process, hot p

rocess, or melt and pour. Plenty of online tutorials can help. 

↓ 

② Source natural ingredients 

Purchase quality oils, butters, essential oils, and lye from reliable suppliers. Aim for organic a

nd sustainable products to attract a niche market. 

↓ 



③ Create unique recipes 

Experiment with different combinations of oils, fragrances, and colors to create unique soap 

bars. 

↓ 

④ Set up an online store 

Use platforms like Wix, Etsy, or BigCartel to create an attractive online storefront to showcase 

your soaps. 

↓ 

⑤ Market your products 

Leverage social media, local markets, and craft fairs to promote your soaps. Consider using S

EO strategies to increase your online visibility. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Creative individuals with a passion for crafting. 

・Entrepreneurs interested in natural and sustainable products. 

・People with a knack for marketing and online sales. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started her own soap making business by following these steps. Initially, she 

experimented with various recipes at home, which turned into a profitable side hustle as she 

refined her product and established her brand online. 

 

  



42. Specialty Tea Product Reviews 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Individuals earn income by writing detailed reviews on specialty tea products. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$100～$1500 

 

【Strengths】 

Potential to turn a passion for tea into income. 

Helps build a personal brand in the tea industry. 

Flexible work schedule and location-independent. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Income is heavily dependent on audience size and engagement. 

Requires consistent content creation to maintain income. 

Needs substantial knowledge of tea varieties and brewing techniques. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Start by selecting a blogging platform like Medium, Substack, or Ghost. 

↓ 

② Create a blog focused exclusively on tea reviews. 

↓ 

③ Develop your palate and expertise by sampling a wide range of teas. 

↓ 

④ Write in-depth reviews on each tea, including flavor profiles, origins, and brewing tips. 

↓ 



⑤ Promote your reviews through social media and tea enthusiast forums. 

↓ 

⑥ Monetize your blog through subscriptions, ads, and affiliate links to tea products. 

↓ 

⑦ Continuously engage with your readers to grow your subscriber base. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Tea enthusiasts with a keen sense of taste. 

Writers who enjoy sharing their experiences and knowledge. 

Individuals looking for a flexible, home-based earning opportunity. 

 

【Impressions】 

A reader of my blog started reviewing specialty teas as a hobby. By consistently posting detai

led and engaging content, they now have a loyal following and make regular income throug

h reader subscriptions and affiliate marketing. 

 

  



43. Automated Crypto Mining 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Automated crypto mining involves using specialized hardware to earn cryptocurrency withou

t active involvement. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

Continuous passive revenue stream; scalability; market resilience 

【Weaknesses】 

High initial setup cost; energy consumption; market volatility 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Select appropriate cryptocurrency to mine: 

Choose currencies like Litecoin, Dogecoin, or Monero based on profitability and mining diffic

ulty. 

↓ 

②Acquire mining hardware: 

Purchase ASIC miners or set up GPU rigs specifically designed for your chosen cryptocurrenc

y. 

↓ 

③Setup mining software: 

Install and configure mining software that supports your hardware and cryptocurrency. 

↓ 

④Join a mining pool: 



Connect to a mining pool to increase the chances of earning mining rewards by pooling reso

urces with other miners. 

↓ 

⑤Optimize and maintain: 

Regularly update software, optimize hardware settings, and maintain equipment for maximu

m efficiency. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with technical knowledge; individuals interested in cryptocurrency; investors looking f

or long-term opportunities 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started with Litecoin mining in his garage and gradually expanded by reinve

sting profits into more rigs. Now, he manages a small but profitable mining operation. 

 

  



44. Specialty Craft Beer Brewing 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Craft beer brewing involves creating unique, flavorful beers at home or in a small brewery. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Unique product creation 

High demand for craft beverages 

Community engagement and branding opportunities 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High initial investment 

Time-consuming process 

Requires substantial knowledge and continuous learning 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Research and plan your beer recipes 

Explore various beer styles and ingredients to create your unique recipe. 

↓ 

② Purchase brewing equipment and supplies 

Invest in essential brewing tools like fermenters, kettles, and quality ingredients. 

↓ 

③ Brew your first batch 

Follow your recipe, monitor the brewing process, and make adjustments as needed. 



↓ 

④ Ferment and bottle 

Allow the beer to ferment, then carefully bottle and condition the beer for flavor developme

nt. 

↓ 

⑤ Market and sell your craft beer 

Develop branding, and market your product through local events, social media, and craft bee

r festivals. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals passionate about brewing and craft beers 

Those with a knack for experimentation and creativity 

People interested in community building and niche markets 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine, a seminar participant, started brewing as a hobby and now runs a successfu

l small brewery. He emphasizes the importance of unique flavors and consistent quality. 

 

  



45. Automated Herb Gardening Profits 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generate income by automating the cultivation and sale of culinary herbs. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$200～$500 

 

【Strengths】 

Low maintenance once set up 

Growing demand for organic herbs 

Can be scaled up to increase income 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial setup cost 

Requires knowledge of gardening and automation 

Market prices can fluctuate 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Set up an automated hydroponic system: 

Choose a suitable space and install hydroponic equipment. 

↓ 

② Plant seeds of herbs like Thyme, Basil, and Mint: 

Use quality seeds and ensure they are planted in nutrient-rich solutions. 

↓ 

③ Monitor and adjust the system: 

Use sensors to monitor the health of the plants and adjust water and nutrients as needed. 



↓ 

④ Automate the harvesting process: 

Install automated cutters to harvest herbs when they are ready. 

↓ 

⑤ Package and sell the herbs: 

Package the herbs neatly and sell them to local markets, restaurants, or online. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with a passion for gardening 

Tech-savvy entrepreneurs 

People with space to install a small greenhouse 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my blog readers shared that they started with a small automated herb garden in their 

backyard and now supply several local restaurants, significantly boosting their income. 

 

  



46. Food Truck Business 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

A mobile venture selling meals and snacks on the go. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$2,000～$10,000 

 

【Strengths】 

Flexibility in location choices, allowing for strategic positioning based on crowd presence and 

events.  

Direct customer interaction enhances customer service and satisfaction.  

Opportunity to experiment with menu items based on seasonal availability and trends. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial investment can be substantial due to costs of purchasing and outfitting a food truck.  

Vulnerable to weather conditions which can drastically affect daily sales.  

Requires compliance with various local health and business regulations, adding to operation

al complexities. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Choose a food concept and menu: 

Decide on the type of food you want to sell, focusing on uniqueness and demand. 

↓ 

② Acquire a suitable food truck: 

Purchase or lease a truck that meets local health codes and fits your operational needs. 

↓ 



③ Obtain necessary licenses and permits: 

Apply for all required local business licenses, food handler permits, and health department ce

rtifications. 

↓ 

④ Fit the truck with necessary equipment: 

Install cooking and storage equipment tailored to your menu requirements. 

↓ 

⑤ Develop a marketing strategy: 

Use social media, local advertising, and food festivals to promote your truck. 

↓ 

⑥ Launch and operate: 

Begin operations, adjusting location and menu as necessary based on customer feedback an

d sales data. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals passionate about cooking and serving food. 

Entrepreneurs looking for a flexible business model. 

Those who enjoy interacting directly with customers and handling daily operational challeng

es. 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my blog readers started a taco truck last year and, by strategically positioning near b

ustling night markets and events, quickly turned a profit. She emphasizes the importance of l

ocal network and regular menu updates to keep attracting customers. 

 

  



47. Thematic Subscription Boxes 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

One-line description: Create and sell curated subscription boxes around specific themes or in

terests. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

Recurring revenue model 

Build a loyal customer base 

Customizable offerings based on trends 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High upfront costs for product sourcing 

Requires ongoing market research 

Logistics and shipping challenges 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify a niche market: 

Research popular themes and underserved areas of interest. 

↓ 

②Source products: 

Find suppliers or products that fit the theme and negotiate terms. 

↓ 

③Design packaging: 



Create attractive, themed packaging that enhances the unboxing experience. 

↓ 

④Set up a website: 

Develop an online platform for subscriptions and payments. 

↓ 

⑤Market your boxes: 

Use social media and content marketing to reach your target audience. 

↓ 

⑥Ship and manage subscriptions: 

Organize monthly shipments and handle customer service inquiries. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Creative individuals 

Those with marketing skills 

People with interest in logistics 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine began by assembling film-themed boxes, starting small with local film buffs 

as initial customers. They used their blog to share success stories and gradually expanded to 

a broader market, now earning a steady monthly income from subscriptions. 

 

  



48. Automated Apparel Reselling 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Buying and reselling fashionable clothing online. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

Access to a global customer base. 

Potentially high profit margins on rare or in-demand items. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Time-consuming to find valuable items. 

Dependent on market trends and consumer preferences. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Source apparel: 

Find underpriced or in-demand apparel items from thrift stores, clearance sales, or online. 

↓ 

② List on platforms: 

Post these items on Depop, Poshmark, and Vinted with attractive pricing and descriptions. 

↓ 

③ Manage sales: 

Handle customer inquiries, process orders, and ship items. 

↓ 

④ Analyze trends: 



Keep track of what sells well and adjust sourcing strategies accordingly. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with a keen eye for fashion trends. 

Those who enjoy thrift shopping and bargaining. 

People with patience for sales and customer service. 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started by reselling vintage jeans they found at local markets. By understa

nding fashion trends and customer demand, they quickly turned this into a profitable side hu

stle. 

 

  



49. Automated Botanical Soap Crafting 

【Total Score】    8 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Creating and selling handcrafted soaps through automation and online platforms. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Scalable business model with potential for multiple sales channels. 

Growing interest in organic and artisanal products. 

Can be managed remotely with minimal daily oversight. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial investment in materials and equipment may be significant. 

Requires upfront time to develop unique recipes and branding. 

Market saturation in the handmade soap sector. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Research the market to identify trends in soap preferences and demand. 

↓ 

② Develop unique soap recipes incorporating botanical ingredients. 

↓ 

③ Source materials from sustainable suppliers. 

↓ 

④ Set up a production area for crafting and curing soaps. 

↓ 



⑤ Automate part of the production or packaging process. 

↓ 

⑥ Create an online presence on platforms like Etsy, eBay, and Amazon. 

↓ 

⑦ Implement online marketing strategies to attract and retain customers. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with an interest in organic and handcrafted products. 

Entrepreneurs looking for a business that can be automated. 

Creatives who enjoy developing unique product formulations. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started with a small soap crafting setup and expanded by automating the p

ackaging process, now selling across multiple online platforms and earning a steady income. 

 

  



50. Dividend Investing in Blue Chip Stocks 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Earning regular income through dividends paid by stable and well-established companies. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$100～$1000 

 

【Strengths】 

Steady income stream 

 Tax advantages for qualified dividends 

 Reinvestment opportunities 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Market risk 

 Requires initial capital 

 Limited to dividend payment schedules 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Research blue-chip companies like Apple, Microsoft, and Johnson & Johnson that are kno

wn for regular dividend payments. 

Identify their financial health and dividend history 

↓ 

② Invest in these companies through a brokerage account. 

Purchase shares according to your budget and financial goals 

↓ 



③ Set up a DRIP (Dividend Reinvestment Plan) to automatically reinvest dividends to acquire 

more shares. 

This compounding can increase your holdings and potential earnings over time 

↓ 

④ Monitor your investments and adjust your portfolio as needed based on performance and 

financial goals. 

Keep an eye on market conditions and company performance 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with some initial capital 

 Those looking for a passive income stream 

 Investors comfortable with stock market fluctuations 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started with a modest investment in Microsoft and has seen a steady increas

e in passive income through reinvested dividends, enhancing their financial stability over the 

years. 

 

  



Chapter 3  for intermediate 

51. Automated Specialty Spice Blending 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Creating and selling unique spice blends for gourmet cooking. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Low initial investment required. 

High demand for unique and organic products. 

Flexibility to operate online and offline. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires knowledge of culinary tastes and trends. 

Competitive market, especially with established brands. 

Need for continuous product innovation and marketing. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Research current market trends in spices and cooking. 

Identify what flavors are in demand and consider any regional or dietary preferences. 

↓ 

②Source high-quality ingredients. 

Partner with organic herb and spice suppliers to ensure freshness and sustainability. 



↓ 

③Develop unique spice blend recipes. 

Experiment with different combinations to create unique and appealing flavors. 

↓ 

④Create branding and packaging. 

Design attractive and eco-friendly packaging that highlights the quality and uniqueness of y

our blends. 

↓ 

⑤Set up an online store. 

Use platforms like Shopify or create a custom website to sell your spice blends. 

↓ 

⑥Market your product. 

Utilize social media, food blogs, and cooking shows to spread the word about your spice ble

nds. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Culinary enthusiasts who love experimenting with flavors. 

Entrepreneurs looking for low investment startups. 

Individuals with a knack for marketing and brand building. 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my seminar participants started with small, homemade batches and now supplies to l

ocal restaurants and online customers, highlighting the potential for scalable growth in this n

iche. 

 

  



52. Automated Plant Nursery Operations 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Operating a nursery that leverages automated systems to cultivate and sell plants. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

・Consistent income from ongoing plant sales 

・Scalability with additional automation 

・Contributes to environmental sustainability 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・Initial setup cost can be high 

・Requires some knowledge of botany and mechanics 

・Dependent on market demand for plants 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Set up the physical space for the nursery, including automated watering and climate contr

ol systems 

Decide on the layout, purchase the necessary equipment, and install it. 

↓ 

② Source high-quality seeds and soil 

Select seeds that are popular and easy to grow, and purchase quality soil mixtures. 

↓ 

③ Implement an automated system for planting and daily care 



Set up machinery for seeding and systems for automated watering and fertilizing. 

↓ 

④ Monitor growth and adjust settings as needed 

Use sensors to track plant health and growth, adjusting the environmental settings according

ly. 

↓ 

⑤ Market the nursery and sell the plants 

Develop an online presence, attend garden shows, or partner with local businesses to sell the 

plants. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Individuals interested in botany and technology 

・Entrepreneurs looking for a scalable business 

・Those who appreciate sustainable and green business models 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started a similar business and found initial success by partnering with local 

organic restaurants that wanted to decorate with or use fresh herbs. They emphasized the im

portance of choosing the right plants and technology to minimize manual labor and maximiz

e profits. 

 

  



53. Automated Robotic Cleaning Service 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

A business model where robots are used for cleaning services. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

Reduced labor costs. 

Consistent cleaning quality. 

Scalability with minimal human intervention. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High initial investment cost. 

Dependence on technology maintenance. 

Market saturation risks. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Identify target market 

Research potential clients who value automation, like offices or hotels. 

↓ 

② Purchase cleaning robots 

Acquire high-quality cleaning robots from brands like Roomba, Dyson, or Neato. 

↓ 

③ Develop service plans 

Offer various packages, such as daily, weekly, or monthly cleaning. 



↓ 

④ Market the service 

Promote through social media, local ads, and partnerships. 

↓ 

⑤ Launch the service 

Start with a pilot project to gather feedback and adjust operations. 

↓ 

⑥ Scale up operations 

Expand the service area and client base as the business grows. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Entrepreneurs interested in technology and automation. 

Individuals with a background in service management. 

Investors looking for scalable business opportunities. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started with just three Roombas in a small office complex. By focusing on co

nsistent quality and client satisfaction, they have now expanded to multiple locations, demon

strating the potential of automated cleaning services to generate significant income with the 

right strategy. 

 

  



54. Automated Laundry Service Operations 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

A service that leverages automated laundry machines to offer laundry services to local comm

unities and businesses. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

• Convenience for users by providing nearby automated service options. 

• Low operational oversight needed once the system is in place. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

• High initial capital investment in purchasing quality automated laundry machines. 

• Maintenance and occasional repairs of machines can disrupt service continuity. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Research the best locations for placing laundry machines: Areas with high traffic such as ap

artment complexes or business districts. 

↓ 

②Purchase and setup automated laundry machines: Invest in machines from Samsung, LG, o

r Whirlpool. 

↓ 

③Implement a payment and monitoring system: Set up digital systems for payments and ma

chine status monitoring. 

↓ 



④Market the service: Utilize local advertising and online platforms to reach potential custom

ers. 

↓ 

⑤Monitor and maintain: Regularly check and maintain machines to ensure smooth operatio

n. 

 

【Suitable for】 

• Entrepreneurs looking for semi-passive income. 

• Individuals with a background in machine maintenance. 

• Investors willing to put up capital for long-term gains. 

 

【Impressions】 

My seminar participant utilized this model in a dense residential area, successfully generating 

a steady income by focusing on reliable machine brands and strategic location placements. 

 

  



55. Book Arbitrage Mastery 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

A strategy to buy and sell books for profit across different platforms. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Potentially high profit margins from rare or in-demand books. 

Scalable with the ability to increase inventory and platforms. 

Low entry barrier concerning technical skills. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires initial capital to purchase inventory. 

Time-consuming process to identify profitable books. 

Market saturation can lead to reduced profits. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Identify underpriced books online or at local sales. 

Research online platforms and local book sales for underpriced items. 

↓ 

② Purchase books at a lower price. 

Use identified platforms or sales to acquire books. 

↓ 

③ List books at a higher price on other platforms. 

Utilize platforms like Barnes & Noble, Books-A-Million, or ThriftBooks for resale. 



↓ 

④ Manage inventory and shipping. 

Organize storage and handle shipping to customers efficiently. 

↓ 

⑤ Monitor and adjust pricing. 

Adjust prices based on market demand and competition. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with an interest in books and market trends. 

Those who have initial capital to invest in inventory. 

People with spare time to manage book sourcing and sales. 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine has successfully engaged in book arbitrage by initially investing in rare tex

tbooks and flipping them for substantial profits on different online platforms, using smart pri

cing strategies to stay competitive. 

 

  



56. Antique Furniture Restoration 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Restoring and selling antique furniture for profit. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

・Long-term value appreciation of antique pieces. 

・Personal satisfaction from restoring beauty to old items. 

・Eco-friendly business by recycling old furniture. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・Requires significant initial skill and knowledge. 

・Time-consuming processes. 

・Initial cost for tools and materials can be high. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify potential antique furniture to restore: 

Search in flea markets, online listings, or auctions. 

↓ 

②Assess the restoration needs: 

Check for damages and determine the extent of repair work required. 

↓ 

③Gather necessary tools and materials: 

Purchase supplies like sandpaper, paint, varnish, and perhaps new hardware. 



↓ 

④Start the restoration process: 

Clean, repair, and refinish the furniture. This might include stripping old paint, fixing broken 

parts, and applying new finishes. 

↓ 

⑤Market and sell the refurbished pieces: 

Use platforms like EBay, Craigslist, and Etsy to list and sell the restored furniture. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・People with a passion for antiques and crafting. 

・Individuals with patience and attention to detail. 

・Those who have some space to work on large items. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started restoring antique chairs as a hobby and gradually turned it into a pr

ofitable sideline. By focusing on unique pieces and marketing them effectively online, they've 

built a steady stream of income. 

 

  



57. Royalty Streams from Independent Music Licensing 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generating income by licensing music to various users like TV shows, movies, and advertisem

ents. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5,000 

 

【Strengths】 

Steady income from multiple sources once tracks are popular 

Potentially high revenue from commercial uses 

Builds your reputation in the music industry 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Highly competitive field 

Initial income can be unpredictable 

Requires understanding of legal rights and contracts 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Create high-quality music tracks 

Invest in good recording equipment or use professional studios. 

↓ 

② Register your tracks with a music licensing platform 

Choose platforms like SoundExchange, Bandcamp, or TuneCore to distribute your music. 

↓ 

③ Market your music to potential clients 



Use social media, music blogs, and networking events to promote your tracks. 

↓ 

④ Negotiate licensing deals 

Work with clients on terms that respect your rights and compensation needs. 

↓ 

⑤ Collect royalties 

Regularly check your accounts with licensing platforms to ensure payments are made correct

ly. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Musicians seeking additional income streams 

Artists who understand or are willing to learn about music licensing 

Individuals with a diverse music portfolio 

 

【Impressions】 

A musician friend of mine diversified his income by licensing old tracks through SoundExcha

nge. He explained that although it was slow at the start, understanding the right markets and 

client needs helped him build a steady revenue stream. He advised beginners to remain patie

nt and persistent while learning the intricacies of music rights. 

 

  



58. Tailored Meal Plan Subscriptions 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Providing customized meal plans to various customer dietary needs and preferences. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Recurring revenue from subscriptions 

Growing demand for healthy and convenient eating options 

Can operate from home with minimal staff 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High competition from established brands 

Requires consistent quality control and customer service 

Dependence on supply chain for fresh ingredients 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Identify your niche: 

Decide on specific dietary preferences or restrictions to cater to, like vegan, gluten-free, or ke

to. 

↓ 

② Plan your menu: 

Create a diverse menu that rotates weekly or monthly to keep the subscription appealing. 

↓ 

③ Source ingredients: 



Partner with local suppliers to ensure fresh delivery of ingredients. 

↓ 

④ Set up a website: 

Develop an online platform where customers can subscribe, customize their meal plans, and 

make payments. 

↓ 

⑤ Market your service: 

Use social media, food blogs, and local events to promote your meal plans. 

↓ 

⑥ Manage subscriptions and logistics: 

Regularly update your meal offerings and handle the logistics of meal preparation and delive

ry. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals passionate about nutrition and cooking 

Entrepreneurs with skills in digital marketing 

Those with a network in the local food industry 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started a similar business last year. They focused on providing keto-friendly 

meals, and by consistently sharing customer testimonials on social media, they quickly built a 

solid subscriber base. 

 

  



59. Custom Craft Furniture Production 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Creating and selling custom furniture as a form of passive income. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$1000～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

High demand for unique, custom pieces  

Potential for high profit margins  

Opportunity to express creativity and craftsmanship 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires significant initial investment in tools and materials  

Time-consuming production process  

Need for space to work and store materials 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Design unique furniture pieces: 

Sketch designs based on current trends or customer requests. 

↓ 

② Source quality materials: 

Purchase wood, fabrics, and other necessary materials from trusted suppliers. 

↓ 

③ Craft the furniture: 

Use carpentry skills to construct the furniture piece by piece. 



↓ 

④ Finish and detail: 

Apply finishes such as paint or varnish and add any decorative details. 

↓ 

⑤ Market and sell: 

Use online platforms and local fairs to promote and sell the finished pieces. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with carpentry skills  

Creative thinkers  

People with access to necessary tools and space 

 

【Impressions】 

My follower shared that they started crafting small tables and chairs as a hobby, which evolv

ed into a profitable side business by showcasing their work on social media and local craft fai

rs. 

 

  



60. Specialized Tea Tasting Events 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Hosting tea tasting events to explore various tea flavors and engage with fellow tea enthusia

sts. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Engages community and builds connections. 

Can be scaled with partnerships and sponsorships. 

Offers educational and enjoyable experiences for participants. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires initial investment for tea supplies and venue. 

Seasonal fluctuations in event attendance. 

Requires marketing to attract attendees. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Plan your event: Decide on the theme, date, and venue for your tea tasting event. 

↓ 

② Source teas: Select a variety of specialty teas that will intrigue and delight your guests. 

↓ 

③ Market the event: Use social media, local event listings, and community boards to promot

e your event. 

↓ 



④ Host the event: Prepare the venue, set up tasting stations, and lead the event to ensure gu

ests have a great experience. 

↓ 

⑤ Collect feedback: Gather insights from participants to improve future events. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Tea enthusiasts who enjoy sharing their knowledge. 

Individuals with event planning experience. 

Those with a knack for community building and engagement. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started hosting small tea tasting events in her local area and gradually expa

nded by partnering with local cafes and tea shops. She now runs multiple events each month 

and enjoys a steady side income from it. 

 

  



61. Online Course Creation 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Create and sell educational content online. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Flexible schedule; Scalable income potential; Global audience reach; 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial content creation is time-consuming; Market saturation risks; Dependent on platform al

gorithms; 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify your niche 

Research and choose a subject you are knowledgeable about and that has a demand. 

↓ 

②Create your course content 

Develop comprehensive course materials including videos, quizzes, and handouts. 

↓ 

③Choose a platform 

Register with platforms like Udemy, Coursera, or Teachable to host and sell your courses. 

↓ 

④Market your course 

Utilize social media, content marketing, and email campaigns to promote your courses. 

↓ 

⑤Collect revenue 



Earn money each time someone purchases your course. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with expertise in a specific area; 

Self-motivated creators; 

People comfortable with digital tools; 

 

【Impressions】 

A colleague of mine initially struggled to attract students but succeeded by consistently upd

ating course content and engaging through weekly webinars. 

 

  



62. Online Tutoring Services 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Offer personalized education to students remotely via video calls or chat. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$1,000～$5,000 

 

【Strengths】 

Flexible hours; Work from home; High demand for specialized subjects; 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires strong communication skills; Inconsistent income; High competition; 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Set up a profile on platforms like TutorMe, Wyzant, or Skooli. 

↓ 

② Create engaging and comprehensive lesson plans tailored to your expertise. 

↓ 

③ Market your tutoring services through social media and educational forums. 

↓ 

④ Conduct sessions, provide feedback, and adjust teaching methods based on student perfo

rmance. 

↓ 

⑤ Collect payments through the tutoring platform and manage your schedule effectively. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with teaching credentials; Experts in specific subjects; Individuals with patience and g

ood communication skills; 



【Impressions】 

My mentor started offering calculus tutoring online and quickly scaled up by getting positive 

reviews and referrals, thus significantly increasing her monthly income. 

 

  



63. Specialty Perfume Creation 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Crafting and selling custom fragrances. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

High profit margins 

Creative freedom 

Growing demand for personalized products 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial investment in materials 

Requires extensive knowledge in chemistry and perfumery 

Niche market 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Study the basics of perfume makingLearn about essential oils, aromas, and the science of s

cent. 

↓ 

②Create unique scent profilesExperiment with different combinations to create signature fra

grances. 

↓ 

③Source quality ingredientsObtain high-grade essential oils and bases from reputable suppli

ers. 



↓ 

④Develop your brandDesign attractive packaging and create a compelling brand story. 

↓ 

⑤Market your productsUse social media, online marketplaces, and local boutiques to reach c

ustomers. 

↓ 

⑥Scale your businessExpand production and possibly open a storefront as demand increase

s. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Those passionate about fragrances 

Creative individuals with a knack for experimentation 

Entrepreneurs looking for niche markets 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started small by crafting perfumes at home and sharing samples with frie

nds. Their unique blends soon caught on, and they now run a successful online store, continu

ously expanding their fragrance line. 

 

  



64. Creative Writing Online Platforms 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generate income by publishing your creative writing to online platforms where readers can s

upport you. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

Potential to build a loyal readership and recurring income through subscriptions. 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial income may be low as you build your audience; writing consistently high-quality conte

nt is challenging. 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Create engaging content 

Develop a niche or theme that attracts readers. 

↓ 

②Select suitable platforms 

Set up profiles on Patreon, Medium, and Substack. 

↓ 

③Publish regularly 

Commit to a consistent publishing schedule to keep your audience engaged. 

↓ 

④Promote your pages 

Use social media and other channels to drive traffic to your writing. 

↓ 



⑤Monetize through subscriptions 

Offer exclusive content or perks to subscribers for a monthly fee. 

↓ 

⑥Expand and diversify 

Explore other themes or formats to capture a wider audience. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with a passion for writing; those comfortable with self-promotion; individuals seeking 

creative freedom. 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started by sharing short stories on Medium and, through consistent quality 

and engagement, now earns through a mix of ad revenue and subscriber fees on Patreon. 

 

  



65. Artistic Wood Carving Ventures 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Transforming wood into artistic sculptures and functional items for sale. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

• Creative expression through unique designs 

• Potential high profit margins on custom pieces 

• Growing interest in handmade and sustainable products 

 

【Weaknesses】 

• Requires significant skill and practice 

• Initial costs for tools and materials can be high 

• Market is competitive with many established artisans 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Learn basic wood carving techniquesStart by learning different carving techniques such as 

whittling, chip carving, and relief carving. Enroll in local workshops or online courses to build 

foundational skills. 

↓ 

② Acquire necessary tools and woodPurchase essential tools like carving knives, chisels, gou

ges, and a variety of wood types suitable for carving. 

↓ 



③ Develop your style and portfolioExperiment with various designs to develop a unique styl

e. Create a portfolio of your work to showcase to potential customers and galleries. 

↓ 

④ Establish online and offline presenceBuild a website and use social media platforms to sha

re your work. Participate in art fairs, local markets, and exhibitions to gain visibility. 

↓ 

⑤ Network with galleries and home decor retailersEstablish relationships with gallery owners 

and home decor retailers who can sell your work on consignment or buy it wholesale. 

↓ 

⑥ Optimize pricing and marketing strategiesAnalyze costs and market demand to set compe

titive prices. Utilize marketing strategies to reach a broader audience and increase sales. 

 

【Suitable for】 

• Individuals with a passion for art and craftsmanship 

• Those willing to invest time in learning and mastering a craft 

• Entrepreneurs looking for a niche market 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my seminar attendees started with basic tools in their garage, and through persistent 

marketing and skill improvement, they now sell regularly at high-end art shows. 

 

  



66. Craft Candle Making 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Craft candle making involves creating custom, scented candles for personal use or sale. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

Allows for creative expression and customization of products. 

Can start as a hobby and scale to a full-time business. 

High demand for unique, artisanal products. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial costs for materials can be high. 

Requires learning about safe candle-making practices. 

Market saturation can make differentiation challenging. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Gather materials: 

Collect wax, fragrances, and wicks needed for candle making. 

↓ 

② Learn candle making: 

Watch tutorials or attend workshops to understand the basics of candle crafting. 

↓ 

③ Create unique designs: 

Experiment with different colors, scents, and shapes to create appealing candles. 



↓ 

④ Market your products: 

Use social media or craft fairs to showcase and sell your candles. 

↓ 

⑤ Scale up: 

Expand your production as demand increases. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Creative individuals interested in crafts. 

Entrepreneurs looking for a low-barrier entry to business. 

Anyone passionate about home decor and personalized items. 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my blog readers started making candles during a weekend hobby session and now ru

ns a profitable online store. She emphasized that patience and originality were key to her suc

cess. 

 

  



67. Automated Floral Arrangement Business 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Create and sell floral arrangements for events and individual customers. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

・Creative satisfaction from designing unique floral arrangements. 

・Growing demand for bespoke decoration services. 

・Ability to scale operations through workshops and larger events. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・Initial cost for materials and tools can be high. 

・Seasonal fluctuations in flower prices and demand. 

・Requires skill and training to create high-quality arrangements. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Source flowers and materials: 

Purchase wholesale flowers and supplies like floral foam and wire cutters. 

↓ 

② Design arrangements: 

Use your creativity to design floral setups for various events and customer orders. 

↓ 

③ Market your business: 



Utilize social media, local advertising, and partnerships with event planners to reach potential 

clients. 

↓ 

④ Conduct workshops: 

Offer floral arrangement workshops to engage with the community and create an additional 

income stream. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Individuals with a passion for flowers and design. 

・Those who enjoy hands-on, creative work. 

・Entrepreneurs looking to enter a niche market with a personal touch. 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started small by offering custom bouquet services at local farmer markets. 

Over time, they expanded by hosting workshops and partnering with event planners, signific

antly boosting their income and brand presence. 

 

  



68. Specialty Herbal Tea Blending 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Crafting unique herbal tea blends for health-conscious consumers. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$300～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Growing interest in health and wellness products; ability to create a variety of blends; low init

ial investment for online sales. 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires knowledge of herbal properties; competitive niche; regulatory compliance for consu

mables. 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Research herbal benefits and trends: 

Study different herbs and their health benefits. Identify trends in the wellness industry to cre

ate relevant products. 

↓ 

②Source quality ingredients: 

Find reputable suppliers for organic herbs, natural flavors, and eco-friendly packaging materi

als. 

↓ 

③Develop unique tea blends: 

Experiment with combinations of herbs and flavors to create appealing and beneficial tea ble

nds. 

↓ 



④Create an online presence: 

Build a website or utilize online marketplaces like Etsy to sell your herbal teas. 

↓ 

⑤Market your blends: 

Use social media, content marketing, and local wellness events to promote your teas. Offer s

amples to wellness bloggers and influencers. 

↓ 

⑥Evaluate and expand: 

Gather customer feedback to refine your blends and expand your product line based on pop

ular demand. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with an interest in herbalism and wellness; entrepreneurs looking to enter the hea

lth food market. 

【Impressions】 

One of my blog readers started blending their own herbal teas and selling them at local farm

ers markets before moving to online sales. They emphasized the health benefits and unique f

lavor profiles, which helped differentiate their products in a crowded market. 

 

  



69. Vintage Book Curation 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Curating and selling vintage books can be a profitable venture focusing on rare and collectibl

e editions. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

Stable demand for rare books; Potential for high markup on unique finds; Enjoyable for thos

e passionate about literature; 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires extensive knowledge of books; Market can be niche and unpredictable; Initial invent

ory can be costly; 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Identify niche markets and customer interests 

Research popular genres and periods of vintage books that are in demand. 

↓ 

② Source inventory 

Visit estate sales, auctions, and thrift stores to find valuable books at low prices. 

↓ 

③ Catalog and preserve books 

Clean, repair, and catalog your finds. Use acid-free materials to preserve them. 

↓ 

④ Set up an online storefront 



Utilize platforms like Alibris and AbeBooks to list your books. Create detailed, attractive listin

gs with quality photos. 

↓ 

⑤ Market your books 

Use social media, blogs, and online book forums to connect with potential buyers and prom

ote your collections. 

↓ 

⑥ Manage sales and customer service 

Provide excellent customer service, package books properly, and manage shipping and retur

ns. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Book lovers; Those with a knack for research; Individuals with patience for sourcing and catal

oging; Entrepreneurs looking for niche markets; 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started with just a few finds from local estate sales and now manages a pr

ofitable online store, specializing in first editions and signed copies. They emphasize the joy 

of connecting with fellow book lovers and the thrill of the hunt. 

 

  



70. Personal Fitness Coaching 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Personal Fitness Coaching involves training clients to achieve their health and fitness goals. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Flexible hours; High client demand; Personal fulfillment 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires certification; Inconsistent income; Physically demanding 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Gain certification as a fitness trainer 

Enroll in a certified program and complete the necessary training to get accredited. 

↓ 

② Set up your business 

Establish a business model, whether it's in-person sessions, online coaching, or a mix of both. 

↓ 

③ Market your services 

Use social media platforms like Nike Training Club and connect with tech partners like Garmi

n and Peloton for visibility. 

↓ 

④ Start training clients 

Begin with initial assessments, then proceed to tailor workout and diet plans. 

↓ 

⑤ Expand your services 



Offer additional services such as group classes, special boot camps, and wellness workshops. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People passionate about fitness; Those with good interpersonal skills; Individuals who prefer 

flexible work schedules 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started by offering free community classes, quickly gained referrals, and n

ow manages a robust clientele with Peloton collaborations. 

 

  



71. Automated Pet Feeding Solutions 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

A business focused on selling automated pet feeders. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$200～$500 

 

【Strengths】 

・Convenience for pet owners. 

・Potential recurring income from sales of feed units and consumables. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・Initial investment in inventory and technology. 

・Dependency on market trends and pet ownership rates. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Research the market for automated pet feeders. 

Identify the most popular models and their features. 

↓ 

② Establish a supply chain. 

Secure partnerships with manufacturers like Petnet, SureFeed, and PetSafe. 

↓ 

③ Set up an online store. 

Design a user-friendly website to showcase and sell the feeders. 

↓ 

④ Market the business. 



Use social media and online ads to reach pet owners. 

↓ 

⑤ Manage customer service. 

Provide support and troubleshoot issues for users of the feeders. 

↓ 

⑥ Expand the product line. 

Consider adding related items like water dispensers and pet toys. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Entrepreneurs interested in pet care technology. 

・Individuals with a background in e-commerce. 

・Marketers skilled in digital advertising. 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my blog readers started selling automated pet feeders last year. They focused on use

r-friendly models and managed to generate a decent side income by targeting busy pet own

ers who appreciate the convenience of technology. 

 

  



72. Niche Blogging Revenue 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generating passive income through specialized content blogging. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Low startup costs and overhead expenses. 

Ability to scale and diversify income sources. 

Flexibility in working hours and location. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires consistent content creation and SEO knowledge. 

Income can be unpredictable and varies widely. 

High competition in popular niches. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify a niche with a dedicated audience. 

Research and select topics that interest you and have a potential following. 

↓ 

②Set up a blog platform. 

Choose a blogging platform like WordPress and design your site. 

↓ 

③Create high-quality content. 

Write articles that provide value to your readers and are optimized for SEO. 



↓ 

④Monetize the blog. 

Implement monetization strategies like Google AdSense, attracting patrons on Patreon, and j

oining the Medium Partner Program. 

↓ 

⑤Drive traffic to your blog. 

Use social media, email marketing, and collaborations to increase your audience. 

↓ 

⑥Optimize and expand. 

Regularly update content and expand into other areas or media as your blog grows. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals passionate about a particular topic or niche. 

Those who enjoy writing and content creation. 

Self-motivated individuals who are good at self-promotion. 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of my blog shared that they started their niche blog about sustainable living two y

ears ago and now earn a steady income through Google AdSense and Patreon, complement

ed by occasional paid guest posts. 

 

  



73. Automated Digital Newsletter Creation 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Creating and monetizing newsletters through subscription models and sponsored content 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Stable subscription revenue; Scalable with automation tools; Targeted audience engagement 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires consistent content creation; Slow initial growth; Dependence on email deliverability 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify your niche 

Choose a specific topic or industry that you are passionate about and that has a dedicated a

udience. 

↓ 

②Set up an email platform 

Use services like Mailchimp, Sendinblue, or ConvertKit to create and manage your mailing list

. 

↓ 

③Create engaging content 

Develop high-quality content that provides value to your subscribers, encouraging them to s

tay subscribed. 

↓ 

④Implement monetization strategies 

Use direct subscriptions, sponsorships, or ads to generate revenue from your newsletter. 



↓ 

⑤Automate the process 

Set up automation for sending regular updates and managing subscriptions to save time and 

maintain consistency. 

↓ 

⑥Market your newsletter 

Promote your newsletter through social media, collaborations, and other online platforms to 

increase your subscriber base 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with a knack for writing; Marketers looking to build community; Entrepreneurs in nich

e markets 

【Impressions】 

One of my blog readers started a small newsletter about eco-friendly living and grew it to a f

ew thousand subscribers by focusing on high-quality, targeted content. They monetized it th

rough sponsored segments and direct subscriptions, gradually building a steady income stre

am. 

 

  



74. Urban Indoor Farming Ventures 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Urban indoor farming leverages technology to grow plants efficiently in controlled environm

ents. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

・Steady demand for fresh produce 

・Can be established in limited space 

・Environmentally friendly, using less water and no pesticides 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・Initial setup can be costly 

・Requires technical knowledge and constant monitoring 

・Dependent on electricity and technology 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Select suitable space 

Find an urban space, like a spare room or garage. Make sure it can support heavy equipment 

and has access to water and electricity. 

↓ 

② Acquire necessary equipment 

Invest in hydroponics systems, LED grow lights, and gardening equipment. Ensure compatibil

ity and efficiency. 



↓ 

③ Plan your crops 

Choose plants that thrive indoors and have high market demand, such as herbs, greens, and 

tomatoes. 

↓ 

④ Set up the environment 

Install your hydroponics and lighting systems, and optimize settings for temperature and hu

midity for best plant growth. 

↓ 

⑤ Plant and maintain 

Start with seedlings or seeds, regularly check water quality and nutrient levels, and adjust lig

ht schedules. 

↓ 

⑥ Harvest and sell 

Harvest your crops when ready, package them, and sell directly to consumers or local market

s. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Individuals with a passion for gardening 

・Tech-savvy entrepreneurs 

・Those interested in sustainable practices 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started urban indoor farming in their apartment and expanded to a rented s

pace after realizing the profitability. They often share how maintaining optimal conditions an

d choosing the right crops were key to their success. 

 

  



75. Automated Social Media Content Scheduling 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Efficiently manage and automate social media posts to save time and enhance online presen

ce. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

Reduces the need for constant monitoring of social media platforms. 

Increases consistency in posting, which can improve engagement and followers. 

Allows better time management and focus on creating quality content rather than posting lo

gistics. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires initial setup and understanding of each platform's best practices. 

Depends on social media algorithms, which are frequently changing and can affect visibility. 

Potential cost involved in subscribing to professional services for advanced features. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Set up accounts on various social media platforms. 

Create profiles on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn. 

↓ 

② Subscribe to a social media management tool like Buffer, Hootsuite, or Sprout Social. 

Choose a plan that fits your needs based on the number of accounts and posts per month. 

↓ 



③ Plan your content calendar. 

Schedule posts for weeks or months in advance, considering optimal posting times for your a

udience. 

↓ 

④ Monitor and adjust your strategy based on analytics provided by the social media manage

ment tool. 

Analyze which types of posts generate the most engagement and refine your content strateg

y accordingly. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People who manage multiple social media accounts. 

Marketing professionals seeking to streamline their workflows. 

Small business owners needing to maintain a consistent online presence without dedicating t

oo much time. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend who manages a boutique online store started using Hootsuite to schedule posts for 

promotions and new product launches. This helped them double their online engagement wi

thin three months, significantly boosting their sales. 

 

  



76. Custom Apparel Printing Business 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Create and sell custom printed apparel online using on-demand printing services. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5,000 

 

【Strengths】 

Control over design and product range; Scalable business model; Low upfront costs 

【Weaknesses】 

High competition; Dependent on print service quality; Requires marketing skills 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Design your apparel 

Use graphic design software to create unique designs for t-shirts, hoodies, and other apparel

. 

↓ 

② Set up an online shop 

Use platforms like Shopify to create an online store and integrate with your chosen print-on-

demand service. 

↓ 

③ Market your products 

Employ social media marketing, content marketing, and paid advertising to attract customers 

to your shop. 

↓ 

④ Fulfill orders 



When an order is placed, the print-on-demand service prints, packs, and ships the product di

rectly to the customer. 

↓ 

⑤ Manage customer service 

Handle customer inquiries and issues to maintain a high level of customer satisfaction. 

↓ 

⑥ Analyze and optimize 

Use analytics to track sales, adjust your marketing strategies, and introduce new designs bas

ed on customer feedback. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Creatives with design skills; Entrepreneurs looking for a low-investment startup; Individuals w

ith marketing knowledge 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started with a small collection of designs and used social media to grow t

heir customer base. They highlighted the importance of unique designs and consistent custo

mer engagement as key to their success. 

 

  



77. Automated Recipe Book Sales 

【Total Score】    10 

Ease★★★☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generate income by selling digital recipe books online. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Scalable business model; low startup costs; flexible working hours 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires marketing skills; competitive niche 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Create unique and appealing recipes 

Gather unique recipes that cater to specific dietary needs or cuisines. 

↓ 

② Design the recipe book 

Use software to design an attractive and easy-to-navigate digital recipe book. 

↓ 

③ Set up an online store 

Use platforms like Wix or BigCartel to create an online store to sell your recipe books. 

↓ 

④ Market your recipe book 

Use social media and food blogs to market your book to your target audience. 

↓ 

⑤ Fulfill orders and manage customer service 

Handle customer inquiries and ensure digital delivery of the recipe book after purchase. 



↓ 

⑥ Analyze and optimize 

Use customer feedback and sales data to improve your recipes and marketing strategies. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with a passion for cooking; Creative types who enjoy designing; Entrepreneurs lo

oking for low overhead businesses 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started selling their unique diet-specific recipe books online and doubled 

their initial investment in six months, gaining substantial passive income. 

 

  



78. Automated Herbal Tea E-commerce 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Sell unique blends of herbal teas online. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Scalable business model. 

Broad market reach. 

Low operational overhead. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High competition. 

Requires SEO and marketing expertise. 

Dependence on supplier consistency. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Identify niche herbal tea blends: 

Research popular and unique herbal teas that are not commonly found in supermarkets. 

↓ 

② Source high-quality ingredients: 

Partner with reliable suppliers to ensure consistent quality and supply of herbs. 

↓ 

③ Set up an online store using Shopware: 

Customize the store design and ensure a user-friendly shopping experience. 



↓ 

④ Implement SEO and digital marketing strategies: 

Use SEO techniques to improve visibility and employ social media marketing to reach a broa

der audience. 

↓ 

⑤ Manage logistics and customer service: 

Establish a system for order fulfillment and customer inquiries to maintain customer satisfacti

on. 

↓ 

⑥ Analyze and adapt: 

Regularly review sales data and customer feedback to optimize the product offering and mar

keting tactics. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Entrepreneurs interested in e-commerce. 

Individuals passionate about herbal products and health. 

Those with skills in digital marketing and e-commerce management. 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started a small online store selling specialty herbal teas and used targeted 

Facebook ads to reach her audience. She emphasizes the importance of niche selection and c

onsistent customer engagement. 

 

  



79. Automated Tea Flavor Profiling 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Develop a system for profiling tea flavors automatically using AI and sensor technology. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$2000～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

• Allows scalability of tea flavor assessments. 

• Reduces dependency on human sensory panels. 

• Opens new markets by standardizing flavor profiles. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

• High initial setup and development costs. 

• Requires specialized knowledge in AI and sensor integration. 

• Ongoing maintenance and calibration of sensors. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Develop a concept for tea flavor profiling: 

Gather requirements and set objectives for the AI system to evaluate different tea flavors. 

↓ 

② Select appropriate sensors: 

Choose sensors capable of detecting the chemical composition related to different tea flavor

s. 

↓ 

③ Create AI models: 



Develop machine learning models to interpret sensor data and classify tea flavors. 

↓ 

④ Test and calibrate: 

Perform extensive testing with various tea types to calibrate the AI and ensure accuracy. 

↓ 

⑤ Market the technology: 

Launch the product to tea producers and quality control labs, demonstrating the benefits an

d accuracy of the system. 

 

【Suitable for】 

• Tech entrepreneurs interested in food technology. 

• AI developers looking for niche applications. 

• Tea producers seeking innovative quality control solutions. 

 

【Impressions】 

A contact of mine, a developer in the food tech industry, successfully implemented a similar s

ystem for coffee flavors and saw a significant market interest from coffee producers globally. 

 

  



80. Specialty Hot Sauce Production 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Create and sell unique hot sauces online. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$300～$4000 

 

【Strengths】 

High demand for gourmet products; Scalable business model; Opportunity for branding; 

【Weaknesses】 

Competition with established brands; Requires food safety knowledge; Investment in product

ion equipment; 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Develop unique recipes: 

Experiment with different ingredients to create distinctive hot sauce flavors. 

↓ 

② Source quality ingredients: 

Obtain peppers, spices, and other materials from trusted suppliers. 

↓ 

③ Manufacture the sauces: 

Produce small batches in a kitchen following food safety regulations. 

↓ 

④ Build an online presence: 

Establish a website and utilize platforms like social media to promote your sauces. 

↓ 

⑤ Sell online: 



Use e-commerce platforms to list and sell your products to a broader audience. 

↓ 

⑥ Manage logistics: 

Handle inventory, shipping, and customer service to ensure satisfaction. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Food enthusiasts; Entrepreneurs with a passion for culinary arts; Individuals with marketing sk

ills; 

【Impressions】 

One of my blog readers started a small hot sauce business and now enjoys a steady income 

by capitalizing on the growing trend of artisanal food products. 

 

  



81. Automated Bookkeeping Services 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Streamline financial management for small businesses by automating their bookkeeping task

s. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

・Cost efficiency by reducing the need for full-time accountants. 

・Increases accuracy and reduces human errors in financial reports. 

・Provides real-time financial data and insights, enhancing decision-making. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・Initial setup can be complex and requires understanding of accounting principles. 

・Dependence on software can lead to vulnerabilities if technical issues arise. 

・May not be suitable for large businesses with complex financial needs. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Choose a reliable automated bookkeeping software like QuickBooks. 

Research and select based on your specific business needs. 

↓ 

② Set up the software. 

Integrate it with your business's bank accounts and financial systems. 

↓ 

③ Configure your account settings. 



Customize categories, rules, and reports according to your financial operations. 

↓ 

④ Train yourself or your staff. 

Learn how to operate the software effectively to maximize its benefits. 

↓ 

⑤ Monitor and adjust as needed. 

Regularly check the financial reports and adjust entries or settings to ensure accuracy. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Small to medium-sized business owners. 

・Entrepreneurs looking for efficient financial management. 

・Freelancers who need to simplify their accounting tasks. 

 

【Impressions】 

My mentor utilized QuickBooks to transform his boutique store’s financial management, sign

ificantly reducing the time spent on bookkeeping while increasing financial clarity and aiding 

in his decision-making. 

 

  



82. Automated Smart Device Rental 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Renting smart devices offers a scalable way to generate income by meeting the increasing de

mand for tech convenience. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$1500 

 

【Strengths】 

Provides a steady income as the demand for technology and convenience grows. 

Offers scalability with minimal effort after the initial setup. 

Requires little to no daily maintenance. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial investment can be significant depending on the quality and quantity of devices. 

Technology obsolescence requires updating the inventory regularly. 

Market saturation can limit profitability in certain areas. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Select the types of smart devices to rent 

Research and identify popular devices that are frequently used but not often owned, such as 

smart speakers or fitness trackers. 

↓ 

②Purchase devices 

Invest in bulk to obtain a discount and prepare your inventory of Roku, Alexa, or Fitbit device

s. 



↓ 

③Set up a rental platform 

Develop or use an existing online platform to manage rentals, track inventory, and process p

ayments. 

↓ 

④Market your service 

Create targeted advertising campaigns to reach potential customers who are interested in te

ch but hesitant to buy outright. 

↓ 

⑤Manage rentals and maintenance 

Organize a system for distributing, collecting, and maintaining the devices in good working c

ondition. 

↓ 

⑥Analyze and expand 

Assess the business performance and explore opportunities for expansion into new markets 

or additional devices. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with a knack for technology and customer service. 

Entrepreneurs looking to enter a tech-related market with a scalable model. 

Individuals with capital to invest in inventory and initial setup. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started a smart device rental business with just a few units of Alexa and grad

ually scaled up. He emphasized the importance of keeping up with technology trends and re

gularly updating the rental inventory to stay competitive. 

 

  



83. Rental Property Management 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Managing rental properties to generate consistent income. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Passive income after initial setup; Scalable; Diverse income sources 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires significant upfront investment; Regulatory challenges; Ongoing maintenance costs 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify suitable properties: 

Research locations with high demand for short-term rentals. 

↓ 

②Purchase or lease property: 

Secure financing and complete property acquisition. 

↓ 

③Set up the property for rental: 

Furnish and prepare the property to meet rental standards. 

↓ 

④List on rental platforms: 

Create attractive listings on Airbnb, VRBO, Booking.com. 

↓ 

⑤Manage bookings and maintenance: 

Handle reservations, customer service, and property upkeep. 



↓ 

⑥Optimize and scale: 

Use feedback to improve service and expand rental portfolio. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with initial capital; Individuals comfortable with real estate; Those able to handle or d

elegate day-to-day operations 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started with one small apartment and gradually expanded to managing mul

tiple properties, significantly boosting their income through careful management and custo

mer service enhancements. 

 

  



84. Automated Online Translation Services 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

One line description: Leverage technology to provide automated translation services to glob

al clients. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

High demand in a globalized economy 

Scalable business model 

Minimal physical inventory required 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High initial technology investment 

Requires continuous updates and improvements 

Potential competition from established tech giants 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify target languages and industries: 

Focus on popular language pairs and sectors like legal, medical, and tech. 

↓ 

②Develop or license translation software: 

Invest in AI-powered translation tools that offer both accuracy and speed. 

↓ 

③Set up a user-friendly platform: 



Create an online platform where clients can upload documents and receive translations. 

↓ 

④Market your service: 

Use SEO, social media, and content marketing to reach potential clients worldwide. 

↓ 

⑤Monitor and improve translation quality: 

Continuously train your AI with feedback and new data to enhance accuracy. 

↓ 

⑥Expand services: 

Offer related services such as localization and real-time speech translation for diversification. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Tech-savvy entrepreneurs 

Individuals with a background in linguistics or computer science 

Innovators interested in AI and machine learning 

 

【Impressions】 

A contact of mine started a similar service and found initial challenges with technology setup 

but eventually succeeded by focusing on niche markets and continuous improvement of serv

ice quality. 

 

  



85. Automated Gardening Advice Services 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

A business model focused on providing gardening tips through automated online platforms. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Continuous revenue stream from multiple sources; relatively low ongoing costs once set up; i

ncreasing interest in home gardening. 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires initial expertise in gardening and content creation; competition with free resources; 

dependent on platform algorithms for visibility. 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Develop expertise in a specific area of gardening 

Choose a niche such as organic vegetable gardening or urban balcony gardens. 

↓ 

②Create content tailored to your niche 

Produce videos, blogs, and podcasts that offer practical gardening advice. 

↓ 

③Set up monetization channels 

Enable ads on your blog and YouTube channel, and set up a Patreon for exclusive content. 

↓ 

④Promote your content 

Use social media and gardening forums to increase your visibility and attract followers. 

↓ 



⑤Optimize and scale 

Analyze viewer feedback and adjust your content strategy to cover more in-demand topics. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with a passion for gardening; those who enjoy teaching and content creation; individ

uals looking for a scalable side business. 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started a small YouTube channel about urban gardening and, by consiste

ntly uploading quality content, now earns a steady income through ads and Patreon contribu

tions. 

 

  



86. Automated Legal Document Review 

【Total Score】    8 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Automated legal document review uses software to quickly analyze and organize legal docu

ments, reducing the workload on human reviewers. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$3000～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Consistency in document handling; Speed in processing large volumes; Reduction in human 

error; Cost savings over long-term use; Ability to handle multiple document types 

【Weaknesses】 

High initial setup cost; Requires regular updates; Potential for overlooking nuances that a hu

man reviewer would catch; Dependence on quality of input data 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify the need for legal document review software 

Assess the volume and type of documents to be processed 

↓ 

②Select appropriate legal document review software 

Research and compare features, costs, and reviews 

↓ 

③Setup and integration of the software 

Install the software and integrate with existing systems 

↓ 

④Train staff on how to use the software 

Provide training sessions and resources for users 



↓ 

⑤Launch and monitor the software 

Begin using the software for document review and continuously monitor performance 

 

【Suitable for】 

Legal professionals looking for efficiency; Firms with high document loads; Companies needi

ng compliance checks; Tech-savvy individuals 

【Impressions】 

One of my followers shared that implementing legal document review software significantly 

cut down their firm's operational costs and error rate, particularly during high-stakes complia

nce audits. 

 

  



87. Subscription-Based Fitness Coaching 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Provide personalized fitness coaching services through a subscription model. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Consistent revenue stream from monthly subscriptions, scalable business model, ability to re

ach clients globally. 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires continuous content creation and updates, highly competitive market, dependent on 

maintaining subscriber interest. 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Define your fitness niche 

Choose a specific area of fitness to focus on, such as yoga, weightlifting, or general wellness t

o cater to a targeted audience. 

↓ 

② Obtain necessary certifications 

Ensure you have relevant fitness certifications to increase your credibility and attract more cli

ents. 

↓ 

③ Set up an online platform 

Develop a website or use existing platforms like Peloton, Garmin, or Nike to offer your coachi

ng services. 

↓ 



④ Develop subscription plans 

Create different levels of subscription plans offering varying levels of interaction, such as pers

onalized workouts, live classes, and more. 

↓ 

⑤ Market your services 

Use social media, content marketing, and email campaigns to promote your services and attr

act subscribers worldwide. 

↓ 

⑥ Engage and retain subscribers 

Provide regular updates, new workout routines, and interactive sessions to keep subscribers 

engaged and reduce churn. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Fitness enthusiasts with expertise in specific workout regimes,Individuals with experience in p

ersonal training and online content creation,Entrepreneurs looking to enter the digital health 

and fitness market. 

【Impressions】 

A mentor of mine leveraged their background in athletic training to launch a subscription-ba

sed fitness platform focusing on high-intensity interval training (HIIT). They started by offerin

g free trial periods and used customer feedback to refine their offerings. This strategy helped 

them build a loyal customer base and scale up their operations effectively. 

 

  



88. Specialty Spice Online Marketplace 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

An online platform for selling unique and artisanal spices. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

・Diverse customer base 

・Potential for scaling 

・Niche market 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・Requires knowledge of spices 

・Inventory management 

・Market competition 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Source unique spices 

Find rare and high-quality spices from around the world. 

↓ 

② Setup an online store 

Use platforms like Etsy, Shopify, or Amazon to create an attractive online shop. 

↓ 

③ Market your products 

Use social media and SEO strategies to attract spice enthusiasts. 



↓ 

④ Fulfill orders 

Manage stock and ship orders to customers efficiently. 

↓ 

⑤ Collect customer feedback 

Use customer reviews to improve product selection and service. 

↓ 

⑥ Expand product line 

Introduce new spices and related products based on market demand. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Individuals with a passion for culinary arts 

・Entrepreneurs looking for niche markets 

・People with skills in e-commerce 

 

【Impressions】 

My blog reader shared how they started small with just a few specialty spices and used custo

mer feedback to gradually expand their offerings, significantly increasing their monthly inco

me. 

 

  



89. Automated Recipe Development and Selling 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Developing and selling custom recipes online. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

• Constant demand for new culinary ideas and healthy eating options. 

• Low initial setup cost if you already have culinary skills. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

• Requires continual creativity and culinary knowledge. 

• Potentially high competition in popular culinary niches. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Research current food trends and preferences. 

Explore what people are currently interested in eating, such as low-carb or vegan diets. 

↓ 

② Develop unique recipes that cater to these trends. 

Create detailed cooking instructions and nutritional information for each recipe. 

↓ 

③ Test and refine your recipes. 

Cook the dishes several times to perfect the flavors and cooking techniques. 

↓ 

④ Create appealing digital content. 



Photograph your dishes and write compelling recipe descriptions. 

↓ 

⑤ Market your recipes online. 

Use social media, food blogs, and online marketplaces to promote and sell your recipes. 

↓ 

⑥ Collect feedback and adjust your offerings. 

Use customer feedback to improve your recipes and create new ones that meet consumer de

mands. 

 

【Suitable for】 

• Individuals with culinary expertise or a passion for cooking. 

• Creatives who enjoy crafting and sharing original content. 

• Entrepreneurs looking for low overhead online business opportunities. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started by posting her unique vegan dessert recipes on social media and gr

adually moved to sell them through platforms like Tastefully Simple and HelloFresh. She foun

d that presenting well-styled photos and engaging descriptions helped her stand out and ge

nerate a steady income. 

 

  



90. Automated Herbal Supplement Sales 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Selling herbal supplements through automated online systems. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Constant market demand for health products.  

Low physical involvement with automation.  

Scalable business model. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High competition in the supplement market.  

Requires initial investment for stock and website setup.  

Regulatory compliance must be ensured. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Research popular herbal supplements and trends.  

Identify which products have a high demand and are consistently popular among consumers.  

↓ 

②Source suppliers for these supplements.  

Find reliable suppliers who offer products at a wholesale rate to ensure a profitable margin.  

↓ 

③Set up an online store on a platform like Walmart, Target, or Costco.  



Create a professional-looking e-commerce site with detailed product descriptions and health 

benefits.  

↓ 

④Implement automation for order processing and inventory management.  

Use software tools to automate order taking, fulfillment, and inventory tracking.  

↓ 

⑤Market your store online.  

Utilize SEO, social media, and online ads to drive traffic to your website.  

↓ 

⑥Continuously monitor and optimize the sales process.  

Analyze sales data to adjust pricing, promotions, and product offerings for maximum profit. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Entrepreneurs with an interest in health and wellness.  

Individuals with knowledge in e-commerce and digital marketing.  

Those capable of managing an initial investment and risk. 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my blog readers started their journey by selling herbal teas and then expanded to su

pplements, using Walmart's online platform. They emphasized the importance of regular mar

ket research and staying updated with health trends to continuously attract customers. 

 

  



91. Artisan Craft Workshops 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Teaching unique crafts through online and in-person workshops 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5,000 

 

【Strengths】 

Flexible schedule 

Creative satisfaction 

Diverse income streams 

Ability to scale up 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial setup costs 

Requires marketing 

May need frequent content updates 

Dependent on continuous audience engagement 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Create a list of unique craft workshops 

Identify crafts that are interesting and not widely taught 

↓ 

② Develop a detailed curriculum 

Outline the steps, materials needed, and end goals for each workshop 

↓ 



③ Set up online platforms 

Create profiles on Skillshare, Eventbrite, and Patreon to host and market your workshops 

↓ 

④ Market your workshops 

Use social media, craft forums, and email marketing to reach potential students 

↓ 

⑤ Conduct the workshops 

Host the workshops either live online, pre-recorded, or in person 

↓ 

⑥ Collect feedback and refine 

Use student feedback to improve and expand workshop offerings 

 

【Suitable for】 

Craft enthusiasts 

Those skilled in handmade arts 

Individuals looking for a flexible work option 

Creatives interested in teaching and sharing their skills 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started teaching pottery workshops online. They used Skillshare to reach 

a broad audience and shared their journey on social media, gradually building a loyal studen

t base that appreciates their unique style and approach. This has become a significant source 

of their monthly income. 

 

  



92. Collecting and Selling Unique Items 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Turning hobbies into profitable ventures by collecting and reselling popular collectibles. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Steady demand for popular items provides consistent opportunities for profit. 

Engagement with a community of like-minded enthusiasts enhances the collecting experienc

e. 

Potential for significant returns on initial investments if items appreciate in value. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Market fluctuations can affect item value and resell potential. 

Requires initial capital and knowledge to start and scale. 

Time-consuming to find, verify, and resell items for profit. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify collectible niches that are in demand, such as LEGO, Pokémon Cards, or Funko Pop

. 

↓ 

②Research current market prices and trends to determine profitable items. 

↓ 

③Acquire these items from various sources like retail stores, online marketplaces, or commu

nity sales. 



↓ 

④Store them safely while maintaining their condition. 

↓ 

⑤List the items for sale on platforms suited to collectibles like eBay or specialized forums. 

↓ 

⑥Complete sales transactions and ship items to buyers. 

↓ 

⑦Reinvest profits to expand inventory and scale the business. 

 

【Suitable for】 

— People with a passion for collecting and trading. 

— Individuals who are detail-oriented and have good research skills. 

— Those with an entrepreneurial spirit and willingness to invest in niche markets. 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my blog readers started collecting limited edition Funko Pop figures and, by recogniz

ing market trends and timely selling, turned this into a $2000 monthly earning after just six 

months. 

 

  



93. Reselling Collectible Sneakers 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Reselling collectible sneakers involves buying limited edition or sought-after shoes and sellin

g them at a higher price. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

・Potential for high profit margins on rare items 

・Growing market with a strong community of collectors 

・Flexible work schedule 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・Requires initial capital to purchase inventory 

・Market knowledge essential to avoid losses 

・Risk of counterfeit products 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Identify popular sneaker releases 

Research upcoming releases and trends in sneaker culture. 

↓ 

②Purchase sneakers 

Buy limited edition or high-demand sneakers from reputable sources like official stores or ve

rified resales. 

↓ 



③List sneakers for sale 

Use platforms like StockX, Flight Club, or GOAT to list purchased sneakers at a profit margin. 

↓ 

④Ship and manage sales 

Ensure products are authentic and ship them safely to buyers. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Individuals with an interest in fashion and sneaker culture 

・People with capital to invest in inventory 

・Those who enjoy and understand market trends 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started by purchasing popular sneaker models during their official release

s and resold them through StockX and GOAT. They made substantial profits by keeping infor

med on the most anticipated releases and timing their sales effectively. 

 

  



94. High Yield Savings Accounts 

【Total Score】    10 

Ease★★★★★ 

Market Growth★★☆☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

A method to earn interest from cash held in bank accounts. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$50～$200 

 

【Strengths】 

Low risk as funds are FDIC insured.  

Easy to set up and maintain.  

Liquid, providing easy access to funds. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Lower returns compared to other investments.  

Interest rates can fluctuate.  

Potential monthly fees if minimum balance is not maintained. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Open a high-yield savings account:  

Choose a bank like Synchrony Bank, Barclays, or Ally Bank that offers competitive interest rat

es.  

↓ 

②Deposit funds into the account:  

Transfer funds that you wish to save into this account to start earning interest.  

↓ 

③Monitor and manage the account:  



Regularly check the account balance and statements to ensure accuracy, and adjust your dep

osits as necessary.  

↓ 

④Reinvest or withdraw interest earned:  

Decide whether to reinvest the earned interest back into the account or use it for other finan

cial needs. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals seeking a low-risk option for their savings.  

Those new to personal finance and investing.  

Savers looking for better returns than typical checking accounts. 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of my blog started with a small deposit and gradually increased their balance, opti

mizing their interest income over time. They highlighted the ease of use and the safety of the

ir funds as key benefits. 

 

  



95. Automated Recipe Book Sales 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Create and sell digital recipe books online. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

・Steady income as cooking interest remains high 

・Scalable with more book releases 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・Initial time investment for book creation 

・Marketing is essential for visibility 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Research popular recipes and niches 

Identify what type of recipes are trending or underserved. 

↓ 

② Create unique and appealing recipes 

Test and perfect each recipe to ensure quality. 

↓ 

③ Design the recipe book 

Use design software to create an attractive layout. 

↓ 

④ Publish and list the book on multiple platforms 



Use platforms like Amazon Kindle or your own website. 

↓ 

⑤ Market the recipe book 

Employ social media, content marketing, and email campaigns to reach your audience. 

↓ 

⑥ Monitor sales and gather feedback 

Use customer feedback to improve future editions. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Individuals who enjoy cooking and recipe development 

・Those skilled in digital content creation 

・People with a knack for marketing and sales 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started by compiling family recipes, then used social media to spread wor

d-of-mouth. Sales have been steadily growing! 

 

  



96. Automated Plant Nursery Operations 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Earn passive income by automating plant nursery operations. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$2000 

 

【Strengths】 

Consistent revenue from ongoing sales of plants and seeds. 

Expanding market with growing interest in home gardening and sustainability. 

Automation reduces daily workload. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial setup can be costly and complex. 

Requires knowledge of horticulture and automation technology. 

Dependent on market trends and seasonal changes. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Setup automated systems for watering and lighting. 

Install timers and sensors to manage the environmental conditions automatically. 

↓ 

② Select and breed profitable plant varieties. 

Choose plants that are in high demand and easy to care for, increasing profitability. 

↓ 

③ Market and distribute plants and seeds. 

Use online platforms and local garden centers to reach a broad customer base. 



↓ 

④ Monitor and optimize operations. 

Regularly check systems and plant health, adjusting as needed to improve yields. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with a background in horticulture. 

Tech-savvy individuals who can manage automation systems. 

Entrepreneurs looking for a sustainable business model. 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my blog readers started a small automated nursery with initial challenges but eventua

lly scaled it profitably by focusing on exotic plants that are in high demand. 

 

  



97. Automated Commodity Trading 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Automated commodity trading involves using algorithms to trade items like gold, oil, or grai

ns. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Allows for 24/7 market participation; reduces emotional trading decisions; can be scaled easil

y. 

【Weaknesses】 

High initial setup cost; requires deep understanding of market forces; potential for significant 

losses. 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Set up trading account and choose a broker 

Select a reliable broker that supports commodities trading and set up your trading account. 

↓ 

② Develop or purchase a trading algorithm 

Create or buy a trading algorithm tailored to the commodities market. Ensure it fits your trad

ing strategy. 

↓ 

③ Backtest the algorithm 

Use historical data to test how your algorithm would have performed in the past. This step is 

crucial to verify its effectiveness. 

↓ 



④ Fund your account and start trading 

Deposit funds into your trading account and start the trading algorithm to begin automated 

trading. 

↓ 

⑤ Monitor and adjust the strategy 

Regularly review the algorithm's performance and make adjustments as necessary to improv

e results. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with a strong understanding of the commodities market; Those comfortable with hig

h-risk investments; Individuals interested in technology and automation. 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started automated commodity trading two years ago with a simple algorit

hm for gold. After fine-tuning the strategy based on market conditions, they now enjoy a ste

ady monthly income from their trades. 

 

  



98. Automated Content Analysis Services 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Providing automated content analysis using AI tools for businesses and researchers. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

Offers scalable solutions to handle large volumes of data efficiently; 

Reduces labor costs and time spent on manual content analysis; 

Increases accuracy and consistency in data interpretation; 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires significant initial investment in software and technical expertise; 

Potential market saturation with many competitors entering the field; 

Dependence on technology which may need frequent updates and maintenance; 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

①Research and identify the most effective content analysis tools like Palantir, TextRazor, or I

BM Watson. 

Explore their capabilities, pricing, and compatibility with your target industry. 

↓ 

②Acquire the necessary licenses and set up the software. 

This might involve purchasing subscriptions and configuring the systems on your servers or c

loud. 

↓ 



③Market your services to target customers. 

Focus on businesses, academic researchers, or industries that require detailed data analysis. 

↓ 

④Onboard clients and customize solutions based on their specific needs. 

This involves setting up parameters and training the system with relevant data. 

↓ 

⑤Provide ongoing support and updates. 

Maintain customer relationships by offering regular updates and improvements on analysis t

ools. 

↓ 

⑥Expand services to include newer technologies and broader data sets as your expertise gro

ws. 

Implement machine learning algorithms to enhance analysis precision. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with a background in data science and machine learning; 

Entrepreneurs with capital to invest in advanced technology; 

Professionals in IT services looking to expand into AI-powered solutions; 

 

【Impressions】 

One of my seminar participants leveraged their background in IT to launch a content analysis 

service. By investing in AI tools like IBM Watson, they managed to secure contracts with local 

research institutions, significantly boosting their income within a year. 

 

  



99. Specialized Herb Garden Kits 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generate income by selling specialized herb garden kits directly to consumers online. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Sustainable product in high demand 

 Cost-effective to start with minimal initial investment 

 Expanding market with health-conscious consumers 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires knowledge in gardening and marketing 

 Seasonal variations can affect sales 

 Constant need for customer engagement and product innovation 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Research popular herbs and market demands 

Identify which herbs are most popular and have a high demand in your target market 

↓ 

② Source quality seeds and materials 

Find reliable suppliers for seeds, soil, and eco-friendly packaging 

↓ 

③ Create a brand and set up an online store 



Design a user-friendly website and create brand imagery that appeals to health-conscious co

nsumers 

↓ 

④ Market the kits 

Use online marketing strategies such as SEO, social media ads, and content marketing to rea

ch a wider audience 

↓ 

⑤ Set up a subscription model 

Offer monthly subscription boxes for customers who wish to receive different herbs or seaso

nal variations 

↓ 

⑥ Manage orders and customer service 

Process orders, ship kits, and handle customer inquiries and feedback 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with a passion for gardening 

 Individuals with marketing skills 

 Entrepreneurs looking for eco-friendly business opportunities 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started selling specialized herb kits last year. He used his blog to promote th

e products and managed to establish a steady income by consistently engaging with his audi

ence and refining his marketing strategies. 

 

  



100. Automated Antique Book Reselling 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generating income by reselling rare and antique books online. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

High demand for rare books among collectors. 

Potentially high margins on unique or rare items. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Requires deep knowledge of the book market and its trends. 

Initial investment in inventory can be high. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Research the market to identify valuable books. 

Understand market trends and what collectors are currently seeking. 

↓ 

② Source books from estate sales, auctions, or personal collections. 

Establish relationships with sellers and attend events where rare books are likely to be sold. 

↓ 

③ List books on specialized platforms like Alibris, ThriftBooks, or AbeBooks. 

Create detailed listings that highlight the rarity and condition of each book. 

↓ 

④ Manage your inventory and monitor sales to adjust prices or promotions. 



Use data from your sales and feedback to improve future sourcing and sales strategies. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Individuals with a passion for and knowledge of books, especially rare or antique ones. 

Those who enjoy the hunt for valuable items at auctions and sales. 

People with the ability to invest in initial inventory without immediate returns. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine, an avid book collector, started reselling antique books as a side business. H

e uses platforms like Alibris and AbeBooks to reach a global market of collectors, consistently 

earning a profit by curating a specialized inventory. His initial challenge was understanding 

market trends, but he leveraged his passion for books to learn quickly and now enjoys both t

he hunt for rare finds and the financial benefits. 

 

  



101. Automated Food Preservation Services 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Generate income by offering automated services that help clients preserve food efficiently. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Long-term cost savings for users by reducing food wastage; Increased convenience for busy 

households; Growing demand for sustainable living solutions. 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial investment for equipment can be high; Requires marketing to educate potential custo

mers on benefits; Dependent on continued consumer interest in home food management. 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Research and select the best food preservation systems like Tupperware, FoodSaver, and S

eal-a-Meal. 

Find systems that offer the best balance of cost, reliability, and ease of use. 

↓ 

② Set up a subscription service model. 

Offer different plans based on frequency of use and types of food to preserve. 

↓ 

③ Market your service to target demographics. 

Focus on busy families, health-conscious individuals, and eco-friendly consumers. 

↓ 

④ Provide initial setup and demonstration to subscribers. 

Show them how to use the equipment effectively to maximize food shelf life. 



↓ 

⑤ Maintain ongoing customer support and upgrade options. 

Keep subscribers satisfied with periodic check-ins and updates on new features or products. 

 

【Suitable for】 

People with a technical knack for food preservation technology; Entrepreneurs looking for ni

che markets in eco-friendly services; Individuals passionate about reducing food waste. 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine started a similar service and found success by focusing on local organic mar

kets where freshness and sustainability are valued. He mentioned that the initial setup was ch

allenging, but rewarding once regular customers were established. 

 

  



102. Passive Real Estate Crowdfunding 

【Total Score】    9 

Ease★★☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★★☆ 

Satisfaction★★★☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Investing in real estate projects through online platforms that pool funds from multiple inves

tors. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$100～$5000 

 

【Strengths】 

・Potential for high returns with relatively lower investment amounts 

・Diversification of investment portfolio across multiple properties 

・Passive income as the investor is not directly involved in property management 

 

【Weaknesses】 

・Illiquidity of investments as money is tied up for a fixed period 

・Risk of project failure impacting returns 

・Requires understanding of real estate market and investment risks 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Choose a crowdfunding platform 

Research and select a crowdfunding platform like Fundrise, CrowdStreet, or RealtyMogul that 

aligns with your investment goals. 

↓ 

② Sign up and verify your identity 

Create an account and complete the necessary KYC (Know Your Customer) processes to verif

y your identity and investment eligibility. 



↓ 

③ Explore investment opportunities 

Browse through various real estate projects offered on the platform, including commercial pr

operties, residential complexes, and more. 

↓ 

④ Review project details and risks 

Analyze detailed project reports, financial forecasts, and risk assessments provided by the pla

tform. 

↓ 

⑤ Invest funds 

Commit a portion of your capital to one or more projects. Investments can range from as littl

e as $500 to larger sums, depending on the platform and project requirements. 

↓ 

⑥ Monitor and receive returns 

Track the progress of your investments and receive periodic returns based on the property's i

ncome and eventual sale. 

 

【Suitable for】 

・Individuals interested in real estate investment without the need for direct management 

・Investors looking for diversification in their investment portfolio 

・People comfortable with long-term investment horizons 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started with a modest investment on Fundrise, initially contributing aroun

d $1,000. Over the years, they have seen consistent returns and managed to reinvest their ea

rnings into more projects, steadily growing their passive income stream. They often highlight 

the importance of diversifying within the platform to mitigate risks. 

 

  



103. Automated Specialty Cheese Production 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Producing specialty cheeses using automated systems to enhance flavor and quality. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$5,000 

 

【Strengths】 

High demand for artisanal products. 

Potential for brand development and loyalty. 

Automation reduces labor costs. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

High initial setup and maintenance costs. 

Regulatory hurdles in food production. 

Dependence on supply chain for quality milk. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Research the market and select cheese types 

Identify popular cheese varieties and market demands. 

↓ 

② Set up production facilities 

Invest in specialized equipment for cheese making and automation technology. 

↓ 

③ Source high-quality raw materials 

Partner with local farms to ensure a consistent supply of fresh milk. 



↓ 

④ Develop unique recipes 

Experiment with different aging times and techniques to create distinctive flavors. 

↓ 

⑤ Market the brand 

Use social media, food fairs, and local markets to promote the cheeses. 

↓ 

⑥ Monitor and optimize the production process 

Continuously assess and refine production techniques to increase efficiency and product qua

lity. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Entrepreneurs with a passion for gourmet food. 

Individuals with a background in food science or culinary arts. 

Investors looking for new food industry opportunities. 

 

【Impressions】 

A friend of mine who is a seasoned food entrepreneur ventured into automated specialty che

ese production and managed to double their investment within the first year by focusing on 

unique, high-quality products and effective marketing strategies. 

 

  



104. Automated Tea Brewing Techniques 

【Total Score】    6 

Ease★☆☆☆☆ 

Market Growth★★★☆☆ 

Satisfaction★★☆☆☆ 

 

【Content】 

Exploring techniques and tools for brewing high-quality tea automatically. 

 

【Target Monthly Income】 

$500～$3000 

 

【Strengths】 

Consistent tea quality with minimal effort.  

Diverse income sources from hardware sales and subscriptions.  

Growing interest in premium and artisanal tea products. 

 

【Weaknesses】 

Initial investment in product development and marketing can be high.  

Requires ongoing maintenance and customer support for devices.  

Potential market saturation due to increasing competitors. 

 

【Ways to Earn】 

① Develop a range of tea brewing machines: 

Research and design automatic tea brewers that cater to different consumer needs.  

↓ 

② Source high-quality tea leaves: 

Establish partnerships with tea plantations to ensure a supply of fine teas for subscriptions.  

↓ 

③ Launch a subscription service: 



Offer monthly deliveries of specialty teas, enhancing customer engagement and recurring re

venue.  

↓ 

④ Market the products: 

Use social media and online marketing strategies to reach tea enthusiasts globally.  

↓ 

⑤ Monitor and optimize: 

Gather customer feedback to improve the machines and tea selection continuously. 

 

【Suitable for】 

Entrepreneurs interested in niche markets  

Tech-savvy individuals with a passion for product development  

Tea enthusiasts looking to merge their hobby with business 

 

【Impressions】 

A follower of mine started with a small batch of custom-designed tea brewers and now has a 

thriving online store and subscription model. They emphasize the importance of quality cont

rol and customer interaction to build a loyal customer base. 
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